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Department 1 entitled Algorithms, Computation, Image and Geometry regroups six teams that
share scientific interests on these topics. Beside algorithms which is a common center of interest to all these teams (and of course to some teams of other departments as well), there are
various centers of interest common to several teams. Geometry plays an important role in most
teams, i.e., ADAGIO, ALICE, CARAMBA, MAGRIT, and VEGAS. Symbolic and algebraic
computing is of common interest of CARAMBA and VEGAS, image is of interest to ADAGIO,
ALICE and MAGRIT, combinatorics and complexity also concerns several groups as ADAGIO,
CARAMBA, and VEGAS, certified computing (in a sense that sometimes requires computing
with arbitrary precision numbers) is also of common interest to CARAMBA, VEGAS, ADAGIO, and ALICE. The main common interest of ABC with the other groups is the algorithmic
culture they share.
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Overview of Department 1
.................................................................................................................................

1 Department Composition
Department leader

Sylvain Lazard (since June, 2014)
Bruno Lévy (before June, 2014)
List of teams

ABC statistical learning theory, bioinformatics
ADAGIO discrete and digital geometry, discrete algorithms, combinatorics, imaging
ALICE numerical geometry & simulation, computer graphics, 3D printing (EPC Inria)
CARAMBA (formerly CARAMEL) computer arithmetic, algebraic curves, integer factorization, cryptography, computer algebra (EPC Inria)
MAGRIT motion tracking, multimodal fusion, augmented reality, medical imaging (EPC Inria)
VEGAS computational, non-linear, non-Euclidean and probabilistic geometry (EPC Inria)

2011
2016

PR
1
2

MCF
11
8

Phd’s defended
Postdocs

PRAG
1
18
13

DR
4
8

CR
9
6

On-going PhD’s
Engineers

Total
26
24
17
12

22 of our 35 PhD students are/were supported by ministry grants (via university or ENS), 5 by INRIA, 2
by CIFRE grants, 2 by the region and 4 by foreign grants.
Departement evolution

None.

2 Life of the department
In terms of governance, we run our department with a council that consists of the head of the department
and the heads of the teams. This council handles matters at the level of the department such as the
evaluation and ranking of PhD candidates for UL contracts, the department bugdet, the needs for new
faculty positions (profils de postes). The head of the department also handles
We also handle the restructuration of the teams within the departement, although this has only been
theoretical so far because the teams in our departement have been stable.
The departement seminar is distributed in the sense that it is the teams’ seminars that we share within
the departement. We also organize once a year a day of the departement in which every PhD student
presents their work. This is both a way to interact scientifically within the departement and also to help
detect possible difficulties that PhD students may have.
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Keywords: algorithms, computing (symbolic, algebraic and numerical), geometry (computational, discrete, probabilistic and non-linear), classification and statistical learning, image processing, computer
vision.
Before detailing the research topics of each team, we briefly describe here the main common centers
of interest of these teams, in Algorithms and computation, Geometry and Image.
• Algorithms and computation is central to the scientific culture of the department and it covers
various domains. First, research on combinatorics and complexity analysis (worst case or probabilistic) naturally concern several groups, in particular, ADAGIO, CARAMBA, and VEGAS. On
an algorithmic level, optimization problems, including convex programming, mixed-integer programming and non-convex optimization are central to the teams ABC, ALICE, and MAGRIT,
while they also are of some interest to the VEGAS team. Learning theory and classification are
also of concern to several groups; it is central to ABC’s research but other groups share some interest on this topic, in particular MAGRIT and ALICE (constrained optimization, spectral analysis).
Arithmetic and certified computing, in the sense that algorithms are usually designed over the reals
although they are implemented with integers or floating-point numbers, plays an important role in
CARAMBA, VEGAS, ADAGIO, and ALICE. On an algorithmic level, CARAMBA and VEGAS
are also very involved in symbolic and algebraic computing.
• Geometry: As hinted above, geometry plays an important role in almost all teams. Geometry refers
here to a wide spectrum of theories, each of which depending both on the mathematical objects
under considerations (e.g. simplicial and cellular complexes, algebraic curves and surfaces) and on
the properties that are studied (e.g. intersections, topology, singularities, combinatorial structure).
The forms of geometry known as discrete, projective, digital, algebraic, and computational are
each of interest to several groups.
• Image: Finally, the department is interested in methods that use images as input data (image analysis, image processing, registration, modeling from images) and methods that produce images (image synthesis, texture generation). These two classes of methods share a common background, of
interest to half the teams of the department, namely ALICE, MAGRIT and ADAGIO.
The application domains of the department include geometric modeling, imaging, augmented reality,
numerical simulation, videogames, bioinformatics, computer algebra systems and cryptography. This
spectrum of applications is quite large and it should be mentioned that most teams have fairly disjoint
such application domains. This can be explained by fact that departments were created to bring together
teams with the same scientific culture rather than with an application-based view. The rest of this section
summarizes the research topics of the six teams.
ABC contributes to three different fields: machine learning, bioinformatics and statistics. Its
scientific goal is to develop the theory and practice of supervised and unsupervised learning. ABC focuses
on the theory of multi-class pattern classification, deriving uniform convergence results dedicated to
margin discriminant models. Its applications are in the field of biological sequence processing. More
precisely, ABC develops theoretical bounds on the risk of classifiers, methods of model selection, multiclass support vector machines, methods of switching and piecewise regression, methods for robust data
mining and methods for statistical processing of biological sequences (e.g., protein secondary structure
prediction).
The general goal of ADAGIO is to develop efficient algorithms on discrete and digital structures.
In order to develop efficient algorithms, the properties of the underlying structures need to be understood
thoroughly. The main objective of ADAGIO is to study these properties, which can be geometrical,
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3 Research topics

arithmetical or combinatorial depending on the situation. More specifically, ADAGIO is interested in
the fundamental aspects of discrete and digital geometry, which characterizes discrete objects that have a
geometric (planar or spatial) interpretation. The general goal is to define a theoretical framework to translate to Zn basic notions of the Euclidean geometry (such as distance, length and convexity) as faithfully
as possible. The algorithms developed by ADAGIO are naturally used in imagery applications.
ALICE is a team that does research in geometry processing and in computer-aided fabrication.
In geometry processing, ALICE develops algorithms to transform and optimize the geometric representations of 3D objects. The targeted applications are meshing for numerical simulation and 3D rendering.
In computer-aided fabrication, ALICE develops algorithms for making 3D fabrication easy to use for a
widest possible audience. In particular, they focus on easy generation of 3D content for casual users, and
integrating physical constraints of fabrication into geometry processing tools.
CARAMBA studies the algorithmic aspects of cryptography and cryptanalysis from the top-level
mathematical background down to the optimized high-performance software implementations. CARAMBA strives in particular to develop and provide fast software dealing with various mathematical objects.
These mathematical objects are of utmost importance for cryptology, as they are the background of the
most widely developed cryptographic primitives, such as the RSA cryptosystem or the Diffie-Hellman
key exchange. One central challenge is the assessment of the security of proposed cryptographic primitives through the study of two cornerstone problems: the integer factorization and discrete logarithm
problems. Another key challenge is to produce cryptographic implementations that are both efficient and
secure.
MAGRIT does research in computer vision with a focus on augmented reality (AR) applications.
The basic concept of AR is to place information correctly registered with the environment into the user’s
perception. Realistic integration of virtual objects also requires to manage interactions between the added
objects and the real scene (e.g. occlusions, shadowing, contact). Pose computation and model acquisition
are thus key issues of AR. Despite significant progress of tracking technologies over the years, there
are still technological barriers that prevent applications from reaching the robustness and the accuracy
required by cutting-edge applications, for instance in medical imaging or urbanism. The aim of MAGRIT
is thus to develop reliable and effective vision-based methods for pose computation and model acquisition.
The main scientific objective of VEGAS is to contribute to the development of an effective geometric computing dedicated to non-trivial geometric objects. Our main axes of research focus on various
aspects of computational geometry, in particular, on problems that deal with non-linear objects and
with combinatorial and probabilistic properties of data structures and algorithms.

4 Main results
We shortly present some main results we obtained in our three axes of research, namely Algorithms and
Computation, Geometry and Image.
Algorithms and Computation

Discrete logarithms in finite fields (Caramba). We published in 2013 an algorithm with quasipolynomial complexity nO(log n) for computing discrete logarithms in finite fields Fpn , where the
characteristic p is fixed to a small value [251] (best paper award) This is an enormous breakthrough,
as this problem was previously among the purportedly hardest problems which underpin modern
cryptography. As a result, some of the mathematical objects proposed for use in cryptography
(small characteristic finite fields, or pairings on elliptic curves defined over such fields) were permanently removed from the cryptographer’s portfolio. This work also received the “Prix de thèse
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We also worked on the discrete logarithm problem in more general finite fields (not only small
characteristic case). We improved algorithms for specific cases [250, 208, 278, 256, 217, 275,
263, 264], illustrated by record computations [248, 250] relevant to pairing-based cryptography in
particular. On the practical side, we published the LogJam attack [244] (best paper award), which
mixes findings on protocol design flaws in SSL/TLS, as well as algorithmic adaptations of the
Number Field Sieve method to mount a convincing proof of concept for the attack. This work also
received the Pwnie award in the category “Most innovative research” during the BlackHat 2015
conference.
Certified drawing of plane algebraic curves (Vegas). We obtained many results on this fundamental problem [377, 382, 403, 404, 405, 431, 444]. In a nutshell, we decreased the worstcase bit complexity of solving bivariate algebraic systems via rational parameterizations from
eB (d12 + d10 τ 2 ) in 2009 to O
eB (d6 + d5 τ ), where d and τ bound the input degrees and coefO
eB (d5 + d4 τ ) Las Vegas algorithms. These
ficient bitsizes, and we also presented more efficient O
bounds are “morally” optimal in the sense of that improving them would essentially require to improve bounds on several other fundamental problems (on resultants and roots isolation of univariate
polynomials) that have hold for decades. The efficiency of our algorithm Isotop is based on these
algorithms.
Optimal Transport (Alice). We developed the first practical algorithm for computing L2 Optimal
Transport in 3D [138]. This opens the path for new solvers for a whole familly of Partial Differential
Equations (with the Monge-Ampere operator) that are involved in fluid dynamics and astrophysics
(early-universe reconstruction). Our algorithm scales up to multi-million variables, thus gaining
more than three orders of magnitude compared to the state of the art which is limited to a few
thousand variables.
Theory of multi-category pattern classification (ABC). We proved a breakthrough bound on the
complexity of pattern classification in terms of the number C of categories and the size m of the
√
sample. Under
√ minimal hypotheses, the best previous bound was linear in C/ m and we proved
a bound in C/m [12]. Roughly speaking, this means that, for any classifier, if a sample of size
m is enough to learn a C-category problem, then a sample of size km (instead of k 2 m) is enough
to learn a kC-category problem.
Switching and piecewise regression (ABC) are difficult learning problems that suffer long-standing
limitations on the number of data that can be handled. We proved their NP-hardness and that
they admit polynomial-time algorithms for fixed dimensions [17, 18]. We also developed new
heuristics that increase by two the order of magnitude of data that can be handled efficiently
[13, 16, 24, 19, 39].

Geometry

√
The worst visibility walk in a random Delaunay triangulation is O( n) (Vegas). Using percolation theory and stochastic geometry, we showed that the memoryless routing algorithms Greedy
Walk, Compass Walk, and all variants of visibility walk based on orientation predicates are asymptotically optimal in the average case on the Delaunay triangulation [437]. This settle a long-standing
conjecture in point location using walking algorithms. Along that line, we also presented several other substential results and methods on the probabilistic analysis of geometric structures
[412, 411, 389, 439].
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Le Monde” [208].

Multinerves and Helly numbers of acyclic families (Vegas). We unified several Helly-type theorems in and outside geometric transversal theory, and we generalized the nerve theorem, a result
that is fundamental in topological data analysis. As a consequence, it was well received in both
mathematic and computer science communities, and published at SoCG 2012 (best paper award)
[410] and in Advances in mathematics [388].
Additive manufacturing (Alice). We proposed for the first time algorithms for generating 3D objects with moving parts, such as mechanisms, and for creating inner cavities and inconspicuously
deforming shapes to ensure that they are well balanced after fabrication. We also made a leap forward regarding the example-based synthesis of structures and micro-structures by optimizing the
topology, rigidity and appearance of surface and inner structures of objects. Considering fabrication processes, we presented solutions for the problems of oozing filaments and features that are
overhanging during the fabrication by generating automatically protecting shields and scaffoldings.
All these results were presented at SIGGRAPH [169, 141, 158, 128], SIGGRAPH Asia [144] and
Eurographics [132, 131] (with one best paper honorable mention).
Unstructured meshes (Alice). We developed efficient algorithms for sampling surfaces and volumes embedded in arbitrary dimensions, which resulted in an anisotropic meshing algorithm, which
is resistant to defects in the input data (e.g., skinny triangles, overlaps, holes) [168, 148]. We applied
it in the context of oil exploration, results we published in Computers and Geosciences Journal and
which obtained the 2014 journal best paper award [155].
Connectivity of discrete hyperplanes (ADAGIo). For any normal vector, there exists a critical
thickness, called connecting thickness, under which the discrete hyperplane is disconnected and
above which it is connected. We have solved a problem that has been opened for about fifteen
years by showing that, in any dimension, the hyperplane at the connecting thickness is almost
always disconnected, except when the normal vector belongs to some fractal set with zero Lebesgue
measure [82].
Analysis of noisy discrete curves (ADAGIo). We proposed an unsupervised algorithm for the
problem of estimating the noise of digital contours, problem that has been opened for two decades
[68, 69, 88]. Based on this estimation, we showed how it was possible to obtain a parameter-free
generalization of the tangential cover, a classical tool for the study noisy digital contours [96]. This
opened new research perspectives, which led so far to results on dominant point detection [74, 97]
and curve decomposition into arcs [99].

Image

CT scans of wood trunks (ADAGIo). We work with INRA on the detection of wood knots in
3D CT images of trunks in order to optimize their cuts. For this original problem, no off-theshelf solution works well. We proposed new methods based on the accumulation of local intensity
changes [90, 91, 70] and on the generation of tangent slices [75, 95, 92], which were succesfully
validated through the development of our TKDetection software [71] (best demonstration award).
This work also received the “Prix de thèse de la Région Lorraine” [60].
Localization and 3D tracking (Magrit). Computing pose estimates from monocular images without any guess on the localization is still a deadlock depending on the complexity of the scene and
on the viewpoint variations between the current image and the model. We proposed various methods that dramatically improve the reliability of the localization: (i) we designed a new a contrario
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Acquisition of structured models for Augmented Reality (Magrit). Making AR application
effective requires the availability of structured models of the scene capable of supporting real-time
object interactions such as occlusions, lighting or contacts. In this context, we proposed (i) original
methods based on the camera-mouse principle for in-situ modeling of man-made environments and
(ii) a new model of vasculature consisting of a tree of local implicit blobby models [347, 348].
These contributions meet, in particular, the computational requirements of interactive simulation
in interventional radiology.

Scientific production and quality
.................................................................................................................................

5 Synthesis of publications
PhD Thesis
H.D.R
Journal
Conference proceedings
Book chapter
Book (written)
Book or special issue (edited)
Patent
General audience papers

2011
4
1
36
38
3
1
1
1
1

2012
3
1
25
34
2
2

2013
7
31
37
5
1
2
3
2

2014
5
1
27
33
3

2015
6

2016
1

28
25
1

15
5
1

2
1

3
1
1

Total
26
3
162
172
15
2
10
6
4

List of top journals in which we have published
Mathematics of Computation (5) [215, 217, 226, 216, 238]
DCG – Discrete and Computational Geometry (4) [381, 393, 395, 383]
JSC – Journal of Symbolic Computation (5) [233, 240, 231, 397, 382]
Advances in Mathematics (1) [388]
TVCG – IEEE Trans. on Visualization and Computer Graphics (4) [297, 298, 161, 136]
SIAM journal on imaging sciences (2) [310, 307]
JMLR – Journal of Machine Learning Research (1) [14]
Automatica (3) [13, 17, 18]
TCS – Theoretical Computer Science (2) [65, 67]
TPAMI – IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence (1) [68]
PR – Pattern Recognition (2) [74, 70]
TOG – ACM Transactions on Graphics (11) [130, 122, 143, 151, 158, 168, 159, 128, 141, 144, 129]
(including 6 SIGGRAPH and 2 SIGGRAPH ASIA)
Computer Graphics Forum (8) [169, 142, 149, 150, 137, 132, 131, 121]
(6 EUROGRAPHICS and 2 ACM Symposium on Geometry Processing)

List of top conferences in which we have published
In Computer Graphics, all the proceedings of the top conferences are published as a special issue of a journal (SIGGRAPH
and SIGGRAPH ASIA → ACM Transactions on Graphics, EUROGRAPHICS and ACM Symposium on Geometry Processing
→ Computer Graphics Forum).
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model for matching to cope with repetitive patterns [288, 310] and (ii) we proved the effectiveness of models enriched with simulated viewpoints to perform image/model matching when large
viewpoints variations occur [335, 357]. We have also done significant work on tracking deformable
objects in collaboration with the MIMESIS Inria team (Strasbourg) with promising applications to
laparoscopy [298]; this work also received the best paper honourable mention at ISMAR [328].

SoCG – Symposium on Computational Geometry (5) [410, 412, 411, 402, 413]
ISSAC –International Symposium on Symbolic and Algebraic Computation (5) [403, 405, 404, 259, 258]
ISMAR – Int. Symp. on Mixed and Augmented Reality (4) [339, 320, 328, 326]
MICCAI Int. Conf. on Medical Image Computing and Computer-Assisted Intervention (1) [348]
Eurocrypt (2) [251, 250]
Asiacrypt (3) [261, 243, 252]
ANTS – Algorithmic Number Theory Symposium (1) [247]
DGCI – International Conf. on Discrete Geometry for Computer Imagery (5) [82, 91, 84, 86, 102]
SODA – Symposium on Discrete Algorithms (1) [419]

These represent only 31% and 24% of our journal and conferences publications, which is small because our 6 groups publish in different venues (with the exception of JSC, TVCG and ISSAC) and we
tried to keep these lists reasonably short.

6 Software
We highlight here some of our principal software and refer to the team’s sections for details.
Machine Learning. (ABC) Our main software products, for which updates are regularly released, are
MSVMpack [14] for multi-class discrimination (with more than 5000 downloads over the last 5 years,
url), MSVMpred for biological sequence segmentation and MLweb (url) for machine learning on the web
(with more than 600 downloads in 5 months).
DGtal library (ADAGIo). We are part of the main development team of this open source library for Digital Geometry programming. We participate to the main library framework (structure, organisation, pull
request review, diffusion, tutorials, tools with the associated DGtalTools project) and actively contribute
to the Topology, Geometry and IO packages (url).
IceSL (Alice) is a 3D modeler for additive manufacturing, which directly drives 3D printers (url). It
avoids the requirement of most other software to produce large intermediate triangular meshes, which
are prone to numerical issues. Our very compact memory representation in IceSL enables the fabrication
of complicated 3D models with internal structures and details of micro-metric size. We recently received
an ERC Proof of Concept grant (named IceXL) to further develop the software and study its industrial
potential via a number of existing partnerships in the medical, automotive and design industries.
Geogram-Vorpaline-Graphite (Alice). Geogram is an open-source library (url) of data structures and
geometric algorithms for reconstruction, remeshing, 3D Delaunay triangulations, Lloyd relaxation in nD,
restricted Voronoi diagram in nD, numerical solvers and generation of predicates (from their formulas).
Vorpaline is a proprietary extension of Geogram and Graphite is a graphical user interface built on top of
them. Since 2011, our main result is the first fully automatic hexahedral-dominant mesher, which is well
suited to solve a certain class of Partial Differential Equations (e.g., elasticity). Through our ERC ’Proof
of Concept’ grant Vorpaline, we then transformed this prototype into a technology preview, which is in
the process of being acquired by two of the GOCAD-consortium oil compagnies.
CADO-NFS (Caramba) is a state-of-the-art implementation for factoring integers and computing discrete
logarithms in finite fields (url). The C/C++ code source is about 200 000 lines long and most of the main
developers are members of Caramba. Over the evaluation period, efforts have been put on efficiency,
code quality, scalability, and improving of the discrete logarithm support. The factorization part is now
mature and stable, so that the number of external users (number theorists, cryptographers, or factoring
enthusiasts) is constantly increasing.
Arithmetic libraries. (Caramba) We develop and maintain libraries for various arithmetic building
blocks. The GNU MPFR (url) and GNU MPC (url) are mature projects that provide multiprecision floating point arithmetic with correct rounding up to the last bit. Due to the fact that they are both required to
compile GCC, these libraries enjoy a very high visibility.
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Isotop (Vegas) plots plane algebraic curves in a certified way, that is without missing connected components, self-intersections, etc. (url). Isotop 2 (2013) is faster than its contenders although timing ratios
depend substantially on instances. Isotop 3, which is still in development, is drastically faster than Isotop
2.

Academic reputation and appeal
.................................................................................................................................

7 Prizes and Distinctions
Best papers
• Best paper award at Eurocrypt 2014 for our heuristic quasi-polynomial algorithm for discrete logarithm in finite fields of small characteristic [251]. This result was also much commented in the
blogosphere.
• Best Paper Award at the ACM CCS 2015 for our work on the Logjam attack [244] and Pwnie
award in the category “Most innovative research” during the BlackHat 2015 conference. This also
received a large media coverage (especially in the USA).
• Best Paper Award at Asiacrypt 2011 for Counting Points on Genus 2 Curves [261].
• J. Computers and Geosciences best 2014 article award for Automatic surface remeshing of 3D
structural models at specified resolution: A method based on Voronoi diagrams [155].
• Best paper honourable mention at ISMAR 2013 for Image-guided Simulation of Heterogeneous
Tissue Deformation For Augmented Reality during Hepatic Surgery [328].
• Lasting Impact Award at ISMAR 2013 for Markerless Tracking using Planar Structures in the
Scene.[SFZ00]
• Best paper award at SoCG 2012 for Multinerves and Helly Numbers of Acyclic Families [410] and
also published in Advances in mathematics [388].
• Best paper honorable mention at Computer Graphics Forum 2015 for 3D Fabrication of 2D Mechanisms [132].
• Best demonstration award at DGCI’13 for the TKDetection software [71] (url).
Distinctions
• R. Barbulescu received the “Prix de thèse Le Monde” in 2013 [208].
• A. Krähenbühl received the “Prix de thèse de la Région Lorraine” in 2014 [60].
• B. Levy reveiced the Inria young researcher award in 2011.
• B. Levy and S. Lefebvre received 4 ERC grants (2 starting grants and 2 Proofs of Concept).
• E. Thomé receieved the “prix régional du chercheur” by Région Lorraine.
• P. Gaudry, A. Kruppa, E. Thomé, and P. Zimmermann were awarded the “Prix La Recherche” in
2012 for a factorisation of a 768-bit RSA modulus.
[SFZ00]

Gilles Simon, Andrew W. Fitzgibbon, and Andrew Zisserman. Markerless Tracking using Planar Structures in
the Scene. In Proc. International Symposium on Augmented Reality, pages 120 – 128, 2000.
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Belenios (Caramba) is an open-source private and verifiable electronic-voting protocol (url), that we
develop in collaboration with the PESTO team (Dpt. 2). Our system is an evolution of an existing system,
Helios, developed by Ben Adida, and used e.g., by UCL and the IACR association in real elections. The
main differences with Helios are that the list of voters is not publicly exposed and the server hosting the
ballot box cannot add ballots (so the server does not have to be trusted). Belenios has been eperimented
in real-life “local” elections (e.g., “Comité de Centre” of Inria Rennes; head of the “groupes de travail
C2 et calcul formel” of the GDR-IM.)

Invited talks Department members were invited speakers at 16 international and 8 national events. We
were also invited to about 10 invitation-only workshops such as Dagstuhl, Bellairs, Banff and Oberwolfach workshops.

8 Editorial and organizational activities
Program and Paper Committees. Department members participated to the PCs of most major conferences in our fields and in particular, SIGGRAPH, SIGGRAPH ASIA, SGP and Eurographics in computer
graphics, Eurocrypt and Asiacrypt in Cryptology, ISSAC in computer algebra, SoCG in computational
geometry, DGCI and IWCIA in discrete geometry, ISMAR, ICPR, ICRA and MICCAI in vision and
Medical Imaging and NIPS and IJCAI in machine learning. Noticably, we also (co-)chaired Eurographics 2014, Pacific Graphics 2013, CAD Graphics 2013, Geometric Modelling and Processing 2016, RFIA
2014 and DGCI 2011.
Editorial responsibilities. Department members are editors of many of the main journals in our fields.
In particular, JoCG, CGTA, IJCGA in computational geometry, IPOL in image processing, and, in
computer graphics, ACM Transactions on Graphics, IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer
Graphics, Graphical Models and Computer and Graphics.
Steering committees. We are member of the steering committees of several conferences: ESA in algorithmic, Elliptic Curve Cryptography and ANTS in cryptography and number theory, and DGCI in
discrete geometry. We are also in the steering committee for the colocation of STOC and SoCG in 2016.
Workshop organizations. Our department regularly organizes various workshops with, in particular,
11 international workshops and 4 French ones during the evaluation period.

9 Services as expert or evaluator
Thesis and habilitation committees, Hiring committees. We participated to 99 PhD and Habilitation
committees including 53 as external examiners (but excluding those as advisor). We also served in 18
hiring committees outside Nancy and 14 in Nancy (4 of which as president).
Non-local scientific responsibilities. We served in the following commitees and panel: HCERES visiting commitee for LABRI (Bordeaux), LITIS (Rouen) and LTSI (Rennes). Coordination of one of the
INRIA scientific evaluations. Conseil scientifique of the INS2I CNRS institute. Chairwoman of the
Association Française pour la reconnaissance et l’interprétation des formes.
Inria evaluation committee.
Commission Pédagogique Nationale Infocom/SRC. Chairman of the INRIA COST- GTRI
committee. Scientific Board of the Société Informatique de France (SIF). Chairwoman of the steering
committee of the flagship international conference in computational geometry (SoCG).
Local scientific responsibilities.
We serve in many local committes. The main responsibilities we
had/have are: LORIA deputy head (2 years). Inria deputy head (6 years). Head of the Inria hiring
committee for PhD and postdoc positions (6 years). Director of the Department Services et réseaux de
communication of IUT Charlemagne (1 year).

10 Collaborations
We have a large set of collaborators with 136 co-authors within France and 130 abroad over the evaluation period. Among our formal collaborations, we have an Inria Associate Team with Hong-Kong
University (url) and, through our 9 ANR and others PEPS and Inria Exploratory Project, we have formal
collaborations with many groups in France (Sophia-Antipolis, Poitiers, Paris, Nantes, Montpellier, Bordeaux, Rennes, Lyon). Of course, we also have many collaborations that are not formalized but that are
nevertheless fruitfull.
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11 External support and funding
The main extenal funding of the department comes from 4 ERC grants (2 starting grants and 2 Proofs
of Concept), 9 ANR projects (2 of which as coordinator, 2 projects within the CPER, 1 with the region
Lorraine, and 2 contracts with compagnies (HTCS and Numalliance).

Involvement with social, economic and cultural environment
.................................................................................................................................

GOCAD is a consortium that regroups all the major companies in oil and gas industry. We have a longterm cooperation with the leader of this consortium, the School of Geology of Nancy. The consortium
funded 5 of our Ph.D. theses during the evaluation period and 2 of these companies are in the process
of acquiring a license for our sofware resulting from our Vorpaline ERC Proof of Concept. During the
evaluation period, 3 of our co-advised Ph.D. student were hired by these companies right after their
defense.
Cryptanalysis. Our work on integer factorization and discrete logarithm is of interest for governmental
agencies and standardization bodies for tuning accurately their key size recommendations. Our work
on the Logjam attack (see Section 7) had a direct real life impact: it was complemented by a Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures entry (CVE-2015-4000) and many software updates followed. Since 2012,
we have a yearly-renewed contract with the High Tech Communications Services (HTCS) company
on which we cannot say much due to confidentiality clauses.
E-voting. In connection with our work on the Belenios software and in collaboration with Departement
2, we have participated to two contracts (Voxaly in 2013 and Docapost in 2015), where we evaluated the
e-voting solutions of the companies and proposed them directions for improvements.
Augmented reality. Through closed collaborations with the Nancy University Hospital (CHU), Strasbourg University Hospital (IHU) and GE Healthcare, we have promoted the use of AR and simulation
in the clinical routine and the training of junior physicians to complex interventional clinical gestures in
neuroradiology and hepatic surgery.
Popularization. We designed an inquiry-based Augmented Reality learning environment (AIBLE, url)
for teaching and learning astronomy in primary school [319]. Department members are also Chargé
de Mission for scientific popularization at Inria Nancy and member of committee for the Olympiades de
mathématiques.
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Department 1

Through our various collaborations, we co-supervised 7 PhDs students with other labs in Nancy-Metz
(in CRAN, IECL, Supélec, Geology School), 5 others in France (in Paris 6, Nantes, Lille) and 5 abroad
in Calgary (Canada), Eindhoven (The Netherlands), Oran (Algérie) and Zinguinchor (Sénégal).
Finally, we mention two interesting inter-disciplinary collaborations. We built strong collaborations
around Augmented Reality applications in the medical field with Nancy University Hospital (CHU),
GE Healthcare [365, 316, 317] and with the MIMESIS Inria team which is part of part of Strasbourg
University Hospital (IHU) [347, 348, 336, 329, 326, 298]. These collaborations are critical to have
clinically validated algorithms and solutions.
We also built a collaboration with INRA (near Nancy) on image processing applications for the
detection of wood knots in 3D CT images of wood trunks [60, 70, 90, 94, 72, 95, 75] and produced a
sofware (url) which we validated in collaboration with them.

Involvement in training through research
.................................................................................................................................

Our department is involved in training of qualified personnel at different levels. First, we are naturally
involved in the Master specialities of computer sciences at UL and also in several Engineering Schools
(Mines Nancy, SUPELEC Metz, Geology School). Of course, our 13 faculty staff play a critical role
there but several researchers also give courses.
As an example, we wish to emphasize the activity of M. Videau as the head of the engineering master’s
degree in “Services, security of systems and network” within the Master 2 in computer science in 2013–
2014. She created then a bi-monthly joint seminar between LORIA and the Master which still is very
successful in terms of attendance and that fosters the relations between the teaching at the master level and
the research activities in the laboratory. The speakers are mostly from the industry or from governmental
agencies with an emphasis on strong research and development profiles.
We also wish to emphasize that we submitted in 2016 an H2020 ITN project (with U. Louvain and
the SIMULA compagny)
At a different level 3 department members are part of the board for computer science in the Doctoral
school of Lorraine University, 3 are part of the hiring committee for PhD and postdoc positions at INRIA
Nancy Grand Est (including the head of the committee) and 1 is the representative for Nancy of the Inria
Young researcher council (url).
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D1 : ABC

Apprentissage et Biologie Computationnelle
(Machine Learning and Computational Biology)

Synopsis
.................................................................................................................................

1 Team Composition
Permanents

Yann Guermeur (DR CNRS), Fabien Lauer (MCF UL), Martine Cadot (PRAG UL, left 31/12/13), Fabienne Thomarat (MCF UL, left 31/10/13), Hoai An Le Thi (PR, ”accueil en délégation CNRS” from
01/09/12 to 31/08/13).
PR
2011
2016

MCF
2
1

PRAG
1

DR

CR
1

1

Total
4
2

Post-docs, and engineers

Emmanuel Didiot (engineer 09/2013–08/2015), Khadija Musayeva (engineer 10/2014–12/2014), Pedro
Ernesto Garcia-Rodriguez (engineer 10/2015–01/2016).
Doctoral students

Hafida Bouziane-Chouarfia (Ass. Prof. USTO, Oran, 2008-11/2014), Rémi Bonidal (Région-FCH,
10/2009-06/2013), Le Van Luong (UL, 10/2010-09/2013), Mounia Hendel (Ass. Prof. USTO, Oran,
2010-...), Edouard Klein (Supélec, 03/2011-11/2013), Khadija Musayeva (UL, 11/2015-...), Aya El Dakdouki (funding from Lebanon, 12/2015-...).
Phd’s defended

4

On-going PhD’s
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3

Team evolution

• In the period of interest, two permanent members left the team: Fabienne Thomarat now focuses
on teaching and Martine Cadot moved to the Multispeech team.
• The team benefited from the presence of Hoai An Le Thi for one year in the framework of a
”délégation CNRS”.
• The switch from one CR to one DR corresponds to the change of status of Yann Guermeur, in
October 2011.

2 Life of the team
Each year, the ABC research team organizes a scientific day. The talks are given both by invited speakers
and by team members.

3 Research topics
Keywords

Statistical learning theory, computational biology, pattern recognition, regression, kernel methods
Research area and main goals

The aim of the ABC (”Apprentissage et Biologie Computationnelle”, i.e., Machine Learning and Computational Biology) team is to develop the theory and practice of supervised and unsupervised learning.
We focus on the theory of multi-class pattern recognition, deriving uniform convergence results which
primarily deal with margin classifiers such as multi-class support vector machines (M-SVMs) [14, 11].
Our applications are in the field of biological sequence processing. A specificity of the team is its interdisciplinarity. Basically, our contributions belong to three fields: machine learning, bioinformatics and
statistics.

4 Main Achievements
Our main achievements correspond to contributions in machine learning bridging the gap between theory
and practice. The best example is provided by Rémi Bonidal’s thesis [1, 6]. This work, dealing with model
selection for bi-class and multi-class SVMs, introduced efficient methods whose objective functions are
upper bounds on the cross-validation error.

5 Research activities
Theory of multi-class discrimination

Description In the framework of agnostic learning, one of the main open problems of the theory of
multi-category pattern classification is the characterization of the way the complexity varies with the
number C of categories. More precisely, if the classifier is characterized only through minimal learnability/measurability hypotheses, then the optimal dependency on C that an upper bound on the probability of
error should exhibit is unknown. This question is to be studied in connection with that of the convergence
rate, i.e., the way the control term of the guaranteed risk decreases with the sample size m.
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Main results For classifiers whose classes of component functions are uniform Glivenko-Cantelli classes
we have established a guaranteed risk whose control term grows as the square root of C, for a
convergence rate optimal up to a logarithmic factor [12]. This result is based on the uniform convergence
norm. We then derived a guaranteed risk based on the L2 -norm. The main contribution of this work is
an upper bound on the Rademacher complexity of interest growing sublinearly with C. This result holds
for all behavior of the fat-shattering dimensions of the classes of component functions.
[DGZ91] ,

Description Regarding regression, we focus on switching and piecewise regression problems, where
the aim is to learn a collection of models without the a priori knowledge of the assignment of the data to
each model. These problems are in particular encountered in the subfield of automatic control known as
hybrid system identification.
Main results Our main results on switching and piecewise regression concern on the one hand efficient
heuristic methods that can deal with larger problems than the previous ones [13, 16, 24, 19, 39] and on
the other hand, the analysis of the complexity of these problems [17, 18].

Sparse and nonconvex optimization

Description Optimization is with statistics one of the applied maths subfields most relevant to machine
learning. In particular, we focus on sparse optimization problems related to compressive sensing, in which
the number of nonzero variables is minimized, and the difference of convex functions (DC) programming
approach to nonconvex optimization.
Main results In [20] we proposed and analyzed a new reweighting scheme to recover the sparsest
solution of a linear system, with better performance than the state of the art [CWB08] . In [15], we considered
the nonlinear setting of recovering the sparsest solution of a system of polynomial equations and proposed
and analyzed a set of group-sparsity based methods.
Nonconvex optimization based on DC programming was investigated for classication purposes in
[22] and [8].
Nonconvex optimization algorithms were also developed with computational efficicency in mind
for specific clustering problems: in [23], for Minimum Sum-of-Squares Clustering, in [21] for block
clustering.

Robust data mining

Description Data mining consists in applying algorithms for producing models over the data. Robust
Data Mining consists in not doing any hypothesis about the data, such as normality, etc.; on the contrary,
we use the principles of inferential statistics (randomization tests, cross-validation…) so as to guarantee
the generalization capabilities of the discovered models.
[DGZ91]
[CWB08]

R.M. Dudley, E. Giné, and J. Zinn. Uniform and universal Glivenko-Cantelli classes. Journal of Theoretical
Probability, 4(3):485–510, 1991.
E. J. Candès, M. B. Wakin, and S. P. Boyd. Enhancing sparsity by reweighted ℓ1 minimization. Journal of
Fourier Analysis and Applications, 14(5):877–905, 2008.
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Switching and piecewise regression

Main results A line of thought on extracting models from data was initiated in [55], by analyzing how
the ASI (Analyse Statistique Implicative) produces a set of rules for causal reasoning. We used a 3-way
data factorization method for cineradiographic data [46], which highlighted the importance of taking into
account the relationships of level higher than 2 between variables.
Biological sequence segmentation

Description We are interested in problems of bioinformatics which can be stated as follows: given a
biological sequence and a finite set of categories, split the sequence into consecutive segments each assigned to a category different from those of the previous and next segments. Many problems of central
importance in biology fit in this framework, such as protein secondary structure prediction, solvent accessibility prediction, splice site / alternative splicing prediction or the search for the genes of non-coding
RNAs, to name just a few. Our aim is to devise a global solution for the whole class of these problems.
On the one hand, it should be generic enough to allow a fast implementation on any instance. On the other
hand, it should be flexible enough to make it possible to incorporate efficiently the knowledge available
for a specific problem, so as to obtain state-of-the-art performance.
Main results The solution advocated by the ABC team is based on a hybrid architecture that combines
discriminative and generative models in the framework of a modular and hierarchical approach. It was
first assessed for protein secondary structure prediction [33, 43]. This gave birth to the MSVMpred2
prediction server, maintained by Fabienne Thomarat. In [56], we introduce the latest version of the
application. It is evaluated on one specific task: protein secondary structure prediction. For this task, the
use of input data derived from two types of position-specific scoring matrices (PSSMs) is investigated
in [59]. The fusion of knowledge sources induces a gain in prediction accuracy which is statistically
significant.

Scientific production and quality
.................................................................................................................................

6 Synthesis of publications
PhD Thesis
Journal
Conference proceedings
Book chapter

2011

2012

5
7

3
6
1

2013
3
5
12
2

2014
1
4
1

List of top journals in which we have published
Journal of Machine Learning Research (1) [14]
Automatica (3) [13, 17, 18]
IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control (2) [20, 24]
Journal of Global Optimization (2) [15, 22]
Pattern Recognition (1) [23]
Neural Computation (1) [21]
List of top conferences in which we have published
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2015

2016

2
1

1
1

Total
4
20
27
4

Pattern Recognition in Bioinformatics (2) [33, 43]
IEEE Conference on Decision and Control (1) [37]
American Control Conference (2) [40, 27]
ACM/IEEE International Conference on Hybrid systems: computation and control (1) [39]

Our main software products are: MSVMpack [14] for multi-class discrimination (with more than 5000
downloads over the last 5 years), MSVMpred2 for biological sequence segmentation and MLweb for
machine learning on the web (with more than 600 downloads in 5 months).

Academic reputation and appeal
.................................................................................................................................

The ABC research team belonged to the ”Pattern Analysis, Statistical Modelling and Computational
Learning” (PASCAL 2) network of excellence until its end in February 2013.

8 Prizes and Distinctions
Le Thi Hoai An was an invited speaker at EURO-INFORMS Joint International Meeting on Operational
Research, Rome July 1-4, 2013. She gave a talk entitled ”Difference of convex functions optimization”.
She was also an invited speaker of the International Scientific School on Knowledge Management 2012,
Quang Binh University (Viet nam), 25-26 Nov. 2012.

9 Editorial and organizational activities
Yann Guermeur has been a member of the program committee of the following conferences: Thirtieth
Annual Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS 30) in 2016, BIOKDD in 2016,
the ”conférence conjointe francophone AAFD & SFC” in 2016, International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI) in 2015, ”Modelling, Computation and Optimization in Information Systems
and Management Sciences” (MCO) in 2015, ”European Conference on Artificial Intelligence” (ECAI)
in 2014, ”IAPR International Conference on Pattern Recognition in Bioinformatics” (PRIB) in 2014, the
”6èmes Journées de la sociéte française de chémoinformatique” (SFCi) in 2013, the ”Stochastic Modeling Techniques and Data Analysis International Conference” (SMTDA) in 2012, and the ”Conférence
Francophone sur l’Apprentissage Automatique” (CAp) from 2012 to 2014 and in 2016.
Hoai An Le Thi is a member of Editorial Board of 5 journals: Transactions on Computational Collective Intelligence (Springer), Journal of Optimization: Theory, Methods and Applications (GIP), Journal
of Advanced Research in Computer Science (IASR), International Journal of Economics and Management Engineering, Vietnam Journal of Computer Science (a new journal in Springer). She is the editor
of the special issue ”Optimization and Learning”, International Journal of Intelligent Information and
Database Systems (IJIIDS), 2012.

10 Services as expert or evaluator
Yann Guermeur is an expert for the ANR and was, over the period of interest, a member of 8 PhD
committees (6 of which as a referee) and one HDR committee. In 2015, he was the member of two
”comités de sélection”, one at the Université de technologie de Compiègne (UTC), the other one at the
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7 Software

INSA of Rouen. He also served as an outside reviewer for a promotion to Associate Professor with tenure
at the University of Central Florida (UCF).

11 Collaborations
Yann Guermeur worked with F. Abdat and W. Blondel (CRAN, UL) on multi-class classification of skin
pre-cancerous stages based on bimodal spectroscopic features [5, 25].
A collaboration with M. Geist (Supélec Metz) and O. Pietquin (Lille University) dealing with the
connections between reinforcement learning and multi-category classification was established during the
PhD of E. Klein [51].
Fabien Lauer worked with Henrik Ohlsson (University of Berkeley) on sparse optimization and nonlinear compressive sensing [15, 58].
Fabien Lauer also pursued a collaboration with G. Bloch (CRAN, UL) on switching regression [13],
including the co-supervision of the thesis of L. Van Luong [20, 19, 39, 27]. Some of these works were
also conducted in collaboration with L. Bako (Ecole Centrale de Lyon) [39, 27] and René Vidal (Johns
Hopkins University) [13].

12 External support and funding
The APPAT project (Machine learning for everyone everywhere) led by F. Lauer was supported by the
”valorisation non économique” (non-economical transfer) program of the University of Lorraine.
The A3SB project (Statistical learning for biological sequence segmentation) was funded by the
CNRS for 30 months.
The operation ”Apprentissage statistique pour le traitement des problèmes de Discrimination sur les
Séquences Biologiques” (ADiSBio) was funded until the end of 2013 by the thema ”Modélisation des
Biomolécules et de leurs Interactions” (MBI) of the CPER ”Modélisations, Informations et Systèmes
Numériques” (MISN).

Involvement with social, economic and cultural environment
.................................................................................................................................

The APPAT project intends to disseminate machine learning knowledge and tools towards a general
audience.

Involvement in training through research
.................................................................................................................................

Martine Cadot is PRAG in the Department of Computer Science at the UL where she teaches statistics
and data mining to master (M2P) students. She has been the advisor of many internships.
Fabien Lauer is Associate Professor in the Department of Computer Science at the UL where he
teaches machine learning to master (M1) students.
Fabienne Thomarat is Associate Professor at the Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Mines de Nancy /
UL (engineering school, master of engineering school). She is in charge of the option bioinformatics at
the Department of Computer Science.
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Synopsis
.................................................................................................................................

1 Team Composition
Permanents

Isabelle Debled-Rennesson (PR UL), Eric Domenjoud (CR CNRS), Philippe Even (PR UL), Damien
Jamet (MCF UL, left 1/3/2012), Bertrand Kerautret (MCF UL), Phuc Ngo (MCF UL, arrived 1/9/2014).

2011
2016

PR
1
2

MCF
3
2

DR

CR
1
1

Total
5
5

Post-docs, and engineers

Adrien Krähenbühl (Post-doc, ATER UL, 09/2014 to 09/2015), Hervé Locteau (engineer 11/2012 to
2/2013).
Doctoral students

Adrien Krähenbühl (Doctoral contract, sept 2011- dec 2014 ), Nicolas Aubry (CIFRE contract with Numalliance, oct 2013-...), Hayat Nasser (Erasmus doctoral contract, dec 2013-...).
Phd’s defended

1

On-going PhD’s

2

Team evolution

In 2011, M. Margenstern (LITA, Metz) was in CNRS delegation and he spent time in our team. In 2014,
P. Ngo was recruited at the Lorraine University and she has joined our team.
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Applying Discrete Algorithms to Genomics and
Imagery

2 Life of the team
Since 2011, the application area of our team has been focused on Imagery and we haven’t any application
in genomics. Therefore, we wish to change the name of our team : ADAGIo - Applying Discrete
Algorithms to Geometry and Imagery.
Members have regularly meetings to discuss about the life of the team (projects, arrivals of new persons,
missions, publications, equipment purchase) and to present their research work.

3 Research topics
Keywords

Discrete Geometry, Algorithms, Discrete Structures, Word Combinatorics, Image Analysis.
Research area and main goals

The general research area of our team is discrete algorithms. Constructing a discrete model of a realworld phenomenon means, in mathematical terms, representing it through a discrete structure, such as
graphs, words, trees, sets of points in a space, etc.
In order to develop efficient algorithms on discrete structures and to analyze and optimize those algorithms, we have to understand thoroughly the properties of the underlying structures. These properties can
be geometrical, arithmetical or combinatorial depending on the situation. The study of these properties
is the main objective of our team.
To be more specific, we are mainly interested in the fundamental study within the area of Discrete
Geometry of discrete objects having a geometric (planar or spatial) interpretation. The general goal of
Discrete Geometry is to define a theoretical framework to translate to Zn basic notions of the Euclidean
geometry (such as distance, length, convexity, ...) as ”faithfully” as possible. Several approaches exist to
pursue this goal [CM91] . In our studies, we follow an arithmetical approach, where discrete objects, such
as straight lines or planes, are defined with arithmetical definitions. These analytical definitions allow us
to represent in a compact way any elementary digital object, to study some objects that are intrinsically
discrete (and are not only approximations of continuous objects), and to define infinite discrete objects.
The study of the properties of discrete objects such as straight lines, circles, planes, curves and discrete surfaces always remains a topical subject in the last leading conferences of the domain (DGCI and
IWCIA). These topics are studied by our team and more particularly the study of noisy discrete curves
and surfaces. Our aim is to determine, in the framework of discrete geometry, a paradigm adapted to
these objects, taking into account the noise associated with acquisition tools and methods.
Other points of interest of our team are the areas of Text Algorithm and Words Combinatorics which
have been very actively developed for the last years, as witnessed by the publication of several monographs [Gus97,CHL01] . On the one hand, Sturmian words are well known to code the digitization of lines
with irrational slopes. One of our main subject of interest is the study of natural extensions of such sequences in any dimension in order to code arithmetical discrete hyperplanes of any dimension. On the
other hand, we focus on the introduction of relevant tools for such objects, such as multidimensional substitutions which have links with many other theories, such as number theory, topology or formal language
theory.
Our algorithms are naturally used in the application area of Imagery.
[CM91]
[Gus97]
[CHL01]

J-M. Chassery and A. Montanvert. Géométrie discrète en imagerie. Hermès, Paris, 1991.
D. Gusfield. Algorithms on Strings, Trees, and Sequences. Cambridge University Press, 1997.
M. Crochemore, C. Hancart, and T. Lecroq. Algorithmique du texte. Vuibert Informatique, 2001.
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Since 2011, four important facts have oriented the research activities of ADAGIo team:
1. In the area of discrete object study, we obtained a complete caracterisation of the facet connectedness
of discrete hyperplanes with zero intercept as well as a general procedure for computing the connecting
thickness. This problem had been under investigation for several years.
2. The work about detection of noise level in contours of discrete objects opens new research perspectives
and permits to solve problems in Image Analysis area.
3. The collaboration with INRA, through a PhD thesis, was very interesting and fruitful (numerous publications in computer science and biology, a software, a prize). We continue to collaborate on several
subjects in relation with Image Analysis.
4. An industrial company was interested by our approaches and methods. The collaboration started
through a CIFRE PhD thesis.

5 Research activities
Discrete primitives and word combinatorics

Description
Among the basic primitives available in geometry, we can find digital straight line segments. We focus
on the arithmetical viewpoint, introduced by Jean-Pierre Reveillès [Rev91] . In this framework, a digital
straight line is the set of points with coordinates (x, y) of Z2 verifying the double diophantine inequality
µ ⩽ ax − by < µ + ω, with a, b, µ, ω integer. The notion of arithmetic discrete hyperplanes is a
generalization in Zd of this notion.
Words combinatorics provides many powerful tools for the study of discrete objects such as lines or
planes. Such objects have natural encodings as finite or infinite words on finite alphabets. For instance, a
discrete line is encoded as a balanced word over the alphabet {0, 1} and a discrete plane may be encoded
as a 2-dimensional word over the alphabet {0, 1}. We use tools from words combinatorics to count some
patterns in these objects or to study some global properties such as the connectivity.
Main results
Connectivity of arithmetic discrete hyperplanes
A discrete hyperplane in Zd is defined as the set of integral points between two parallel hyperplanes in Rd .
More formally, given a non-zero normal vector v, a thickness ω ∈ R and a shift µ ∈ R, the hyperplane
P(v, ω, µ) is the set of points x in Zd satisfying the double inequality 0 ⩽ ⟨v, x⟩ + µ < ω where ⟨., .⟩
denotes the usual scalar product in Rd . We are interested in the (d − 1)-connectedness (also called facetconnectedness) of this hyperplane. Two integral points x and y are (d − 1)-neighbours if and only if
x − y = ±ei where (e1 , . . . , ed ) is the canonical basis of Rd . A subset S of Zd is (d − 1)-connected if
and only if for any two distinct points x and y in S, there exists in S a (d − 1)-path from x to y.
There exists a critical thickness Ω(v, µ), called the connecting thickness of v with shift µ, such that
P(v, ω, µ) is disconnected for all ω < Ω(v, µ) and connected for all ω > Ω(v, µ)[DJT09] . We have
described a general procedure for computing Ω(v, µ), which almost always terminates, unless v belongs
to some fractal set Kd . Kraaikamp & Meester[KM95] have shown that the Lebesgue measure of this set is
[Rev91]
[DJT09]
[KM95]

J-P. Reveillès. Géométrie discrète, calculs en nombre entiers et algorithmique. Thèse d’état, Université Louis
Pasteur, Strasbourg, 1991.
E. Domenjoud, D. Jamet, and J-L. Toutant. On the connecting thickness of arithmetical discrete planes. In proc.
of 15th DGCI, volume 5810 of LNCS, Montréal, Canada, October 2009.
C. Kraaikamp and R. Meester. Ergodic properties of a dynamical system arising from percolation theory. Ergodic
Theory and Dynamical Systems, 15(04):653–661, 1995.
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4 Main Achievements

zero. When the procedure does not terminate, we know however that Ω(v, µ) = ∥v∥/(d − 1).
We have studied the connectedness of P(v, ω, µ) at this critical thickness, which means the connectedness of P(v, Ω(v, µ), µ). We have first proven [61] that P(v, Ω(v, 0), 0) is connected if v =
(1, 1 + α, 1 + α + α2 ) where α is the real root of X 3 + X 2 + X − 1.
To study the general case, we have described [66] an incremental construction of P(v, Ω(v, µ), µ).
This construction, called geometric palindromic closure is directed by an infinite word ∆ ∈ {1, . . . , d}Z
which describes the behaviour of the algorithm computing the connecting thickness. It generalises in
higher dimensions the iterated palindromic closure on words with two letters. In particular, it provides a
generalisation of Justin’s formula[DJP01] .
Using this construction, we have shown [83, 82] that P(v, Ω(v, µ), µ) is almost always disconnected,
unless v belongs to the fractal set Kd . In this case, Ω(v, µ) does not depend on µ and P(v, Ω(v), µ)
may be connected or not according to the value of µ. In particular, P(v, Ω(v), 0) is connected while
P(v, Ω(v), Ω(v)) is disconnected.
We also have studied more deeply the properties of the objects generated by the geometric palindromic closure. They are finite subsets of Zd with a tree structure where vertices are points of Zd and
edges represent the adjacency relation. Each edge is labeled with the direction in which the ends of this
edge are neighbours. Doing so, each path in the tree may be encoded as a word on {1, . . . , d}⋆ . We have
shown [65] that this encoding is non-ambiguous in the sense that it allows to rebuild entirely the geometry
of the path. We have also shown that the language of all paths of a given object is rich in the sense that
it contains exactly as many palindromes as the numbers of vertices in the object.
Recognition of parallel strip in gray level image
Most of the available tools developed in digital geometry adress binary images. Some of them take noise
into account through the concept of blurred primitives. The blurred segments[DRFRD06] are based on thick
digital straight line segments. An extension of a blurred segment recognition algorithm was proposed
to process gray level images by using image gradient information[KE] . In the continuity of this previous
approach, we have proposed an algorithm of parallel strip segment recognition [77]. Instead of using
classical image gradient information, the proposed algorithm relies on the comparison of image intensity
profiles. Such strategy is robust to detect tubular objects composed of specular material and was exploited
in industrial collaboration given in a CIFRE PhD thesis.
Discrete lines and cellular automata
In 2011, the CNRS delegation of Maurice Margenstern permitted a collaboration and we looked at the
possibility to implement algorithms of discrete geometry in cellular automata. We focused on the construction of discrete lines. It turns out that such an implementation is feasible [80, 63].
Combinatorial structure of digital rigid transformation
Rigid transformations are involved in many digital image processing tasks, in which such transformations are usually performed on Rn , and followed by a digitization process to produce digital transformed
images in Zn . In [NKPT13] [73], we have proposed to study rigid transformations on Z2 as fully discrete
processes. In particular, we have investigated a combinatorial structure, namely discrete rigid transforX. Droubay, J. Justin, and G. Pirillo. Episturmian words and some constructions of de Luca and Rauzy. Theoret.
Comput. Sci., 255:539–553, 2001.
[DRFRD06] I. Debled-Rennesson, F. Feschet, and J. Rouyer-Degli. Optimal blurred segments decomposition of noisy shapes
in linear time. Computers & Graphics, 30(1):30–36, 2006.
[KE]
B. Kerautret and Ph. Even. Blurred Segments in Gray Level Images for Interactive Line Extraction. In Proc. of
IWCIA 2009, volume 5852 of LNCS, pages 176–186.
[NKPT13]
P. Ngo, Y. Kenmochi, N. Passat, and H. Talbot. Combinatorial structure of rigid transformations in 2D digital
images. Computer Vision and Image Understanding, 117:393–408, 2013.

[DJP01]
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mation graph, modelling the whole space of digital rigid transformations. Such a structure is applied in
[84] to solve image registration problems.

Description The study of arithmetical, geometrical and combinatorial properties of the discrete primitives is crucial to obtain efficient algorithms (recognition, scanning, ...) and to extract geometrical parameters (perimeter, curvature, normal vector, area, ...) on the curves and surfaces. We used in this part
the obtained recognition algorithms of discrete primitives such as digital straight line segments, blurred
segments [DRFRD06] , pieces of blurred digital planes, ... The principal idea, used in several of the presented
works, is to decompose a discrete curve (or surface) in a sequence of maximal primitives, it permits to
obtain a significant information about the structure of the studied curve or surface.
We then develop new tools to analyse discrete objects and to reconstruct some continuous representations of them. Two main axes can be distinguished:
• the multi-resolution analysis of discrete curves and surfaces provides progressive analysis and new
information. This analysis is useful for the comparison, the classification or the simplification;
• the reconstruction of geometrical models with a controlled precision with respect to the original discrete curves or surfaces opens perspectives for the use of a post-processing task based on
Euclidean geometry.
From these approaches, several applications are deduced.
Main results
Noise detection
We address the problem of noise detection in discrete contours (curves). For this purpose we have defined an unsupervised approach to measure the meaningful scale of a discrete contour by exploiting the
asymptomatic properties of maximal straight line segments [68, 69]. The application of this detection
permits to remove the parameter, associated to the detected level of noise, as for instance for circle arc
detection [NKDRL] or for automatic polygonalization [76]. This concept of meaningful scale was extended
to the definition of meaningful thickness in relation with the width parameter of the blurred segments
[88]. This result can be useful both to process not only connected digital contours but also sequences of
points with floating coordinates.
Dominant Point Detection
We proposed a new and fast method for dominant point detection and polygonal representation of a discrete curve [74]. For a given width, the dominant points of a curve C are deduced from the sequence of
maximal blurred segments of C. Comparisons with other methods of the literature prove the efficiency
of this approach. However, an heuristic strategy is used to identify the dominant points. We proposed
in [97] a modified algorithm without heuristics but with a simple measure of angle. In addition, an application of polygonal simplification is as well proposed to reduce the number of detected dominant points
by associating a weight to each of them.
From this work, we propose a new notion, named Adaptive Tangential Cover, to study noisy digital contours. It relies on the meaningful thickness, calculated at each point of the contour, which permits to
[DRFRD06] I. Debled-Rennesson, F. Feschet, and J. Rouyer-Degli. Optimal blurred segments decomposition of noisy shapes
in linear time. Computers & Graphics, 30(1):30–36, 2006.
[NKDRL]
T. Ph. Nguyen, B. Kerautret, I. Debled-Rennesson, and J.-O. Lachaud. Unsupervised, Fast and Precise Recognition of Digital Arcs in Noisy Images. In Proc. of ICCVG 2010.
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locally estimate the noise level. The Adaptive Tangential Cover is then composed of maximal blurred
segments with appropriate widths, deduced from the noise level estimation. We present a parameter-free
algorithm for computing the Adaptive Tangential Cover (ATC) [96].
Arc and segment detection - reconstruction
We propose a linear algorithm for the detection of digital arcs and digital circles [98]. This method uses
an original representation of digital arcs and digital circles[LL00] , we transform the problem of digital arc
recognition into a problem of digital straigth line recognition. We then deduce an algorithm to decompose
a curve into arcs and straight line segments [99] in O(n log n) time. A reconstruction of the initial curve
is also proposed.
Center line extraction from 3D shapes and representation
In the framework of the industrial collaboration with the Numalliance company, we have studied a new
method to analyse the shape of tubular objects [85]. The proposed method is based on surface normal
accumulation and is able to extract a center line from various data types (from digital surface to 3d mesh
of full or partial scan). From this center line we extend the previous method of arc/segment detection in 3d.
Knot detection and measurements on wood images from X-Ray CT scanners
This work is a collaboration with INRA, started in 2011 by master students and continued by A. Krähenbühl during his PhD thesis (defended in December 2014). It consists in studying 3D CT images of trunks
in order to segment wood knots. To achieve this, several algorithms were developed using discrete geometry tools developed in our team (dominant point detector, curvature estimator, ...). Firstly, a detection
method was proposed based on the analysis of accumulation of local intensity changes according to the
main direction of the wood trunk [90, 91, 70]. Another segmentation approach was proposed, by generating slices tangent [75, 95, 92]. The proposed methods were tested and validated through the development
of the TKDetection software[Krä14] .

6 Synthesis of publications
PhD Thesis
Journal
Conference proceedings
Book or special issue (edited)

2011

2012

2013

2
6
1

4
7
2

2
3

2014
1
5
4
1

2015

2016

1
6

2
1

Total
1
16
27
4

List of top journals in which we have published
Theoretical Computer Science (TCS) (2) [65, 67]
Discrete Applied Mathematics (DAM) (1) [64]
IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence (TPAMI) (1) [68]
Pattern Recognition (PR) (2) [74, 70]
Computer Vision and Image Understanding (CVIU) (1) [76]
Image Processing On Line (IPOL) (2) [69, 62]
List of top conferences in which we have published
International Conf. on Discrete Geometry for Computer Imagery (DGCI) (5) [82, 91, 84, 86, 102]
International Workshop on Combinatorial Image Analysis (IWCIA) (4) [97, 93, 77, 103]
[LL00]
[Krä14]

L.J. Latecki and R. Lakamper. Shape similarity measure based on correspondence of visual parts. PAMI, IEEE
Transactions on, 22(10):1185–1190, Oct 2000.
A. Krähenbühl. https://github.com/adrien057/TKDetection/tags/, 2012-2014.
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International Conf. on Image Analysis and Processing (ICIAP) (3) [85, 81, 101]
International Conf. on Computer Analysis of Images and Patterns (CAIP) (1) [98]
Scandinavian Conf. on Image Analysis (SCIA)(1) [99]
Reconnaissance de Formes et Intelligence Artificielle (RFIA) (3) [95, 100, 87]

TKDetection
All the results related to the knot segmentation presented in section 5 were included in a main software
TKDetection[Krä14] which was a base to share and reproduce results in the framework of an active collaboration with INRA researchers.
DGtal library
Bertrand Kerautret belongs to the main development team of the open source library for Digital Geometry programming (DGtal). The main objective is to structure different developments from the digital
geometry and topology community.
Image Processing On Line (IPOL): Partnership on Geometry
A new partnership with the IPOL journal and the LORIA has been proposed. IPOL is a research journal
on image processing and image analysis, publishing algorithm description and source code with an online demonstration (http://ipol.im). The aim of this collaboration is to open the research domain of the
journal to the topic of geometry and to facilitate/encourage journal submission on this field. This initiative was materialized by the purchase and the installation of a new specialized server to host geometry
based demonstrations. It is hosted at LORIA by the ADAGIo team (http://ipol-geometry.loria.fr/
~kerautre/ipol_demo/).

Academic reputation and appeal
.................................................................................................................................

8 Prizes and Distinctions
During the 17th IAPR International Conference on Discrete Geometry for Computer Imagery (DGCI’13),
members of the team won the best demonstration award for the TKDetection software [71] (http:
//dgci2013.us.es/bestDemo.php).
A. Krähenbühl won in 2014 the prize of the Lorraine region for his PhD thesis.
B. Kerautret received the ”Symposium on Geometry Processing Software Award 2016” as main contributor of the DGtal Library1 .
Invited talks: a tutorial talk at IWCIA (Nov. 2015, India), an invited talk on the KIDOCO ANR meeting
(June 2015) and on the DigitalSnow ANR meeting (July 2015).

9 Editorial and organizational activities
The ADAGIo team was in charge of the organisation of the 16th international DGCI conference that
was held in Nancy from 6th to 8th April 2011 (LNCS proceedings [104]). Members of the team have
supported the publication of three special issues in the DAM, CVIU and IPOL Journals [105, 106, 107].
Members of team participated to the organization of the following events:
1

http://awards.geometryprocessing.org/

[Krä14]

A. Krähenbühl. https://github.com/adrien057/TKDetection/tags/, 2012-2014.
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The Mons Theoretical Computer Science Days which was held at Loria in September 2014 (around 80
participants). A special issue of RAIRO - Theoretical Informatics and Applications will be published.
Journées Informatiques et Géométries (JIG, nov. 2013, LORIA).
IPOL Tutorial at the national conference RFIA (Juin 2014 Rouen).
Members of ADAGIo team served as members of Steering Committee or Program Committee of international conferences (DGCI, IWCIA, ICPR, ICCVG, WPS-QCAV, CIARP), as member of the Editorial
Board of international journal (IPOL). They also participated to the review process of the international
journals: PAMI, JMIV, PR, PRL, CVIU, DAM, TCS, RAIRO-TIA.

10 Services as expert or evaluator
Members of ADAGIo team participated to 7 PhD committees and were reviewers in 2 jurys. They were
also asked to evaluate ANR projects.
From September 2011 to August 2014, a team member has been an elected member of the conseil scientifique of the INS2I CNRS institute.

11 Collaborations
A. Vacavant (ISIT lab, Le Puy en Velay), T. Roussillon (LIRIS, Lyon): work on contour representation
on irregular grid [76, 103].
J.-O. Lachaud (LAMA, Chambery): works related to noise estimators [68, 88, 69, 85, 86]
L. Vuillon, X. Provençal (LAMA, Chambéry), V. Berthé (LIAFA, Paris): work on digital hyperplanes [61,
83, 66, 82, 65].
D. Coeurjolly: work on the DGtal library and nD extraction of connected component [62].
M. Colom, N. Limare, P. Monasse, J-M. Morel (CMLA, Cachan): IPOL development [79].
L. Wendling (LIPADE, Paris) : applications in image analysis [81].
M. Margenstern (LITA, Metz) : discrete line segments and cellular automata [80, 63].
F. Longuetaud, F Mothe (INRA, Champenoux): work on the knot segmentation [60, 70, 90, 94, 72, 95, 75]
F. Feschet (IGCNC, Clermont): work on knot detection [93].
Y. Kenmochi (LIGM, Paris-Est): digital rigid transformations [73, 84].

12 External support and funding
In the framework of the CIFRE collaboration with the Numalliance company, our team received a grant
during three years.

Involvement with social, economic and cultural environment
.................................................................................................................................

In September 2013, a new collaboration was initiated with the Numalliance company through a
project related to the segmentation and the measure of metal pipe generated by machine tools. Nicolas Aubry started a PhD thesis on this topic with an ANRT grant.
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D1 : ADAGIo

Our team is implied in the IPAC specialty of the computer science Master and more precisely in the
modules Initiation au Traitement d’Images et à la Vision and Description et Reconnaissance de Formes.
I. Debled-Rennesson is member of the committee for computer science in the Doctoral school IAEM of
UL.
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Team Alice

Geometry Processing and Additive Manufacturing

Synopsis
ALICE is a team that does research in geometry processing and in additive manufacturing. In geometry processing, ALICE develops algorithm to transform and optimize the geometric representations of
3D objects. The targeted applications are meshing for numerical simulation and 3D rendering. In additive
manufacturing, ALICE develops algorithm for making 3D fabrication easy to use for a widest possible
audience. In particular, they focus on easy generation of 3D content for casual users, and integrating
physical constraints of fabrication into geometry processing tools.

1 Team Composition
Permanents

Laurent Alonso (CR Inria), Xavier Antoine (PR Mines Nancy, delegation Sept 2013 - Sept 2014) Dobrina
Boltcheva (MCF), Xavier Cavin (CR Inria, “disponibilité”, CEO Scalable Graphics), Samuel Hornus (CR
Inria), Bruno Jobard (MCF U. Pau, delegation, 09/11-06/12) Sylvain Lefebvre (CR Inria, HDR), JeanClaude Paul (DR Inria, HDR, left in 2016 - retired), Bruno Lévy (DR Inria, HDR), Nicolas Ray (CR
Inria), Dmitry Sokolov (MCF), Rhaleb Zayer (CR Inria, left since March. 2015 - “disponibilité” MPII
Saarebruck)
PR
2011
2016

MCF
3
2

DR
2
1

CR
6
5

Total
11
8

Post-docs, and engineers

Nicolas Bonneel (post-doc 09/11-09/12), Frederic Claux (engineer, 09/14-08/15), Shi Kanle (post-doc
12/11-12/13), Jonas Martines (post-doc, 04/2014-now), Tim Reiner (post-doc 03/15-now), Haichuan
Song (post-doc, 09/15-now), Atsushi Suzuki (post-doc, 05/14-05/15), Lionel Unterreiner (post-doc 09/1408/15), Thierry Valentin (engineer, 07/13-05/14),
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Doctoral students

Arnaud Botella (Gocad consortium, 09/12-04/16), Nicolas Cherpeau (Gocad consortium, 10/08-04/12),
Jeremie Dumas (ENS, 09/13-now), Patricio Galindo (ANR Chaire Excellence PHYSIGRAPHICS, 10/1001/15), Jean Hergel (ERC StG SHAPEFORGE,09/13-now), Anass Lasram (ERC StG SHAPEFORGE,
10/09-12/12), Kun Liu (ANR Chaire Excellence PHYSIGRAPHICS, 09/10-12/15), Maxence Reberol
(ERC StG SHAPEFORGE and Region Lorraine, 09/15-now), Julien Renaudau (CIFRE Schlumberger,
10/15-now), Romain Merland (Gocad consortium, 10/09-04/13), Vincent Nivoliers (ENS, 10/08-11/12)
Jeanne Pellerin (Gocad consortium, 09/10-03/14),
Phd’s defended

8

On-going PhD’s

4

Team evolution

• Dobrina Boltcheva (Assistant Professor), hired 09/11. Specialities: computational geom.;
• Jean-Claude Paul (DR Inria), joined Tsinghua U. (China) in 2004. Came back in 2013 and was
hosted by ALICE until 2016 when he retired;
• Xavier Antoine (prof. mathematics). Associated with ALICE (“delegation”, for 1 years, Sept.
2013 - Sept. 2014), to develop some joined research projects (BECASIM);
• Bruno Jobard (Assistant Professor, U. Pau) joined us on a 1-year “deletation” position (09/1106/12) to work on scientific visualization aspects;
• Rhaleb Zayer (CR Inria) went on “disponibilité” leave this year and joined MPII Saarebruck on a
temporary position (for familly reasons);
• Xavier Cavin (CR Inria), on “disponibilité” leave, he created a startup ScalableGraphics.
Between 2005 and 2011 (previous evaluation period), the team has known a fast expansion, boosted
by the European Research Council grant GOODSHAPE (1.1 M Euros) obtained by B. Lévy, and by 3
new Inria researchers (Sylvain Lefebvre, Rhaleb Zayer and Samuel Hornus) and 1 new associate professor
(Dmitry Sokolov). The team reached a “critical mass” in 2010.
After this fast expansion, between 2011 and 2016 (this evaluation period), we hired (2011) a new
associate professor (Dobrina Boltcheva) and we worked on structuring the team.

2 Life of the team
An important aspect was to prepare the emergence of new leaders within the team. Rhaleb Zayer advised
two Ph.D. theses (Alejandro Galindo and Kun Liu, both defended), funded by his 300K Euros ANR
“chaire d’excellence”. Sylvain Lefebvre proposed to extend his “by-example” approach for designing
textures to real fabricated 3D objects. He obtained an ERC grant (SHAPEFORGE, 1.3 M Euros) that
allowed him to start hiring Ph.D. students. He defended his HdR in 2014 and is now ready to create a
new team on additive manufacturing.
In the other research axis (geometry processing), our specificity is to ”talk the same language” as
the applied mathematics community, and bring new mathematical tools to the geometry processing community and vice-versa. We first started to publish in applied math. journals, then we continued digging
the numerical analysis foundations deeper and deeper. Now we are shifting the center of gravity of this
research axis more and more towards the mathematics community. We launched cooperative projects
with mathematicians, with X. Antoine, math. prof., who joined the team on a “delegation” (2013-2014)
and started the BECASIM ANR project on plasma physics. This year, we started an “Inria Explorative
Project” with mathematicians working on Optimal Transport (Quentin Merigot, Jean-David Benamou,
Yann Brenier), and we also proposed with them an ANR project (submitted, currently under evaluation).
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3 Research topics

Additive Manufacturing – Keywords: by-example generation, texture synthesis Our goal is to make
rapid manufacturing technology (i.e., “3D printing”) usable by anyone, without requiring to master specific skills. The challenge we are tacking is to automatically produce new objects visually similar to a
set of examples, while ensuring that the generated objects can enforce a specific purpose, such as supporting weight distributed in space, affording for seating space or allowing for light to go through. This
properties are crucial for someone designing furniture, lamps, containers, stairs and many of the common
objects surrounding us. The originality of our approach is to cast a new view on the problem of ’by–
example’ shape synthesis, formulating it as the joint optimization of ’by–example’ objectives, semantic
descriptions of the content, as well as structural and fabrication objectives.

4 Main Achievements
• Additive Manufacturing We developed a whole set of algorithms to make it easy to design complicated 3D shapes from examples, as well as techniques that take into account some combinations
of physical constraints (constructibility, resistance, balance). Our originality is to discretize the
shape to model on the fly, using dedicated data structures, optimized for GPU implementation.
This makes it possible to manufacture objects with extremely complicated internal structure at a
low memory cost;
• Geometry Processing We proposed new algorithms for sampling shapes under various conditions.
Our sampling point of view results in algorithms that are very resistant to degeneracies in the input,
making it possible to generate different types of meshes (anisotropic triangular meshes and hexdominant meshes), that are very difficult to generate and important for some numerical simulations.
We used also our methodology to design the first algorithm that computes optimal transport in 3D;
• Potential societal/economic impact Our results in both research axes stemming for our two ERC
starting grand projects, that we made available through our prototype softwares, were both selected
by the ERC for “pre-industrialization” grants.
• Bruno Lévy received the Inria Young Researcher Award in 2011

5 Research activities
Additive Manufacturing

We obtained several results on the modeling process for generating 3D objects, for controlling their topology [169] and for optimizing their rigidity and appearance [141, 144]. Considering physical constraints,
we proposed algorithms for generating 3D objects with moving parts, such as mechanisms [132] (best paper honorable mention), and for creating inner cavities and inconspicuously deforming shapes to ensure
that they are well balanced after fabrication [158].
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Geometry Processing – Keywords: mesh generation, parameterization, optimal sampling, scientific
computing We study and develop new solutions to transform and optimize geometric representations.
Our original approach to both issues is to restate the problems in terms of numerical optimization. We
try to develop solutions that are provably correct, scalable and numerically stable. To reach these goals,
our approach consists in transforming the geometric problem into a numerical optimization problem,
studying the properties of the objective function and designing efficient minimization algorithms. Besides
Computer Graphics, our goal is to develop cooperations with researchers and people from the industry,
who experiment applications of our general solutions to various domains, comprising CAD, industrial
design, oil exploration and plasma physics.

Considering fabrication processes, we developed an algorithm that automatically generates “scaffoldings” for handling features that are overhanging during the fabrication [128].
We also improved tools path planning to avoid defects when fabricating multi-color objects with dual
head printers, and developed an algorithm to generate protecting shields against oozing filaments during
fabrication [131].
Geometry Processing

Structured meshes: We developed algorithms for structured meshing (quad dominant, hex dominant),
and we made progresses on the problem of robustly tracing streamlines to generate the elements [159].
We also developed a volumetric parameterization method, based on dihedral angles [151], that may be
used to design base domains for hexahedral meshing.
Unstructured meshes: We developed efficient algorithms for sampling surfaces and volumes embedded in arbitrary dimensions, which resulted in an anisotropic meshing algorithm [168, 148]. In a
cooperation with the School of Geology, we developed applications to 3D meshing for oil exploration
[155] (2015 journal’s best paper award).
Optimal Transport: Since the optimal sampling problem that we studied (previous item) is similar
to optimal transport, we were approached by mathematicians working on this topic and started meeting
them on a regular basis. We developed the first numerical algorithm to compute L2 semi-discrete Optimal Transport in 3D [138]. This is a fundamental component for solving a class of Partial Derivative
Equations (those that involve the Monge Ampere operator). We started exploring this latter direction with
mathematicians (Dauphine U. and Polytechnique) and launched an “Inria Explorative Project” in 2016;

Scientific production and quality
.................................................................................................................................

6 Synthesis of publications
PhD Thesis
H.D.R
Journal
Conference proceedings
Book chapter
Book or special issue (edited)
Patent

2011

2012
3

2013
1

13
6

8
6

13
3

1

1
3

2014
1
1
8
4
2
1
1

2015
2
11
1

1

2016
1

Total
8
1
53
20
2
2
6

List of top journals / conferences in which we have published
In Computer Graphics, all the proceedings of the top conferences are published as a special issue of a journal (SIGGRAPH
and SIGGRAPH ASIA → ACM Transactions on Graphics, EUROGRAPHICS and ACM Symposium on Geometry Processing
→ Computer Graphics Forum).

• ACM Transactions on Graphics [130, 122, 143, 151, 158, 168, 159, 128, 141, 144, 129] (including
6 SIGGRAPH and 2 SIGGRAPH ASIA)
• Computer Graphics Forum [169, 142, 149, 150, 137, 132, 131] (including 5 EUROGRAPHICS
and 2 ACM Symposium on Geometry Processing)
• IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics [161, 136]
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• Computers and Graphics [145, 160, 167, 140]
• Applied math. journals: SIAM J. on Scientific Computing [125], ESAIM M2AN Mathematical
Modeling and Analysis [138], J. of Computational and Applied Mathematics [148]

Geogram-Vorpaline-Graphite Geogram is an open-source programming library with geometric algorithms. It implements classical data structures and algorithms, as well as our new research results (such as
the ones stemming from ERC Starting Grant project Goodshape on optimal sampling). In particular, it has
reconstruction, remeshing, Delaunay triangulation in 3D, Lloyd relaxation in nD, restricted Voronoi diagram in nD, numerical solvers (OpenNL) and a language to automatically generate geometric predicates
from their formulas (PCK: Predicate Construction Kit). Its development follows strict quality norms, including systematic documentation of all parameters and all functions, systematic non-regression testing,
memchecker with a continuous integration platform (Jenkins). Vorpaline is a proprietary extension of
Geogram, its development was funded by a ERC Proof of Concept grant. It contains hexahedral dominant meshing algorithms. Vorpaline evaluation licenses are proposed to the sponsors of the GOCAD
consortium, that groups all the major oil companies. Graphite is a Graphical User Interface on top of
Geogram and Vorpaline, giving an easy access to remeshing and reconstruction algorithms in Geogram.
These softwares have been developped since year 2000 and have an archive of most of our research results
since then.
IceSL is both a 3D modeler and a slicer for 3D printers. It contains new research results stemming
from ERC Starting Grant Shapeforge. The main idea is to use a volume representation to unify the whole
modeling chain (more precisely, it uses ”dexels”), created on the fly just before visualization and fabrication as opposed to existing methods. Thus, it always exists at the optimal resolution (i.e. screen or printer
resolution), and there is no loss of quality due to re-sampling. The input objects always remain in their
natural representation (mesh, volume, equation) and are only converted whenever required. We developed novel data-structures optimized for GPU implementation (spatial hashing and hierarchies created
concurrently on multi-processors), as well as efficient Constructive Solid Geometry operations, accessible through an interpreted language (Lua). This makes it possible to generate complicated 3D models,
with internal structures and details of micro-metric size without needing to pay the associated memory
cost if we would have used meshes. IceSL also includes the new algorithms developed by the team to
take into account fabrication constraints in the modeling process. We recently received on ERC Proof
of Concept grant (named IceXL) to further develop the software and study its industrial potential via a
number of existing partnerships in the medical, automotive and design industries.

Academic reputation and appeal
.................................................................................................................................

8 Prizes and Distinctions
• Jean Hergel, Best Eurographics presentation award [132]
• Jeanne Pellerin, J. Computers and Geosciences best article award [155]
• S. Lefebvre and B. Lévy gave several invited and keynote talks (full list in appendix)
• Bruno Levy reveiced the Inria young researcher award 2011
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9 Editorial and organizational activities
•
•
•
•

S. Lefebvre is associate editor of ACM Transactions on Graphics
B. Levy was co-chair of several events (including Eurographics 2014, see appendix)
B. Levy is associate editor of several journals (see appendix)
S. Lefebvre and B. Levy were PC members of the major conferences (see appendix)

10 Services as expert or evaluator
• B. Levy was member of the HCERES visiting commitee for LABRI (Bordeaux) in 2014
• B. Levy was president of the Inria hiring commitee in Nancy in 2013 and 2014
• B. Levy and S. Lefebvre were commitee member for 32 Ph.Ds and 9 HdRs (2011-2016)
• B. Levy and Sylvain Lefebvre reviewed projects submitted to ANR and ERC

11 Cooperations
• Hong-Kong U.: our two research axes (additive fabrication and geometry processing) have a cooperation with two researchers in Hong-Kong U. (W. Wang and L.-Y. Wei). We have an Inria
Associate Team with them. Our cooperation resulted in several joint publications on sampling and
meshing [161, 164, 166, 168, 125] and on texturing and additive fabrication [143, 144];
• Dauphine U. / Inria Paris: We started in 2014 to establish cooperations with mathematicians
working on optimal sampling (Q. Merigot, J.-D. Benamou, Y. Brenier), through joint meetings and
workshops (Jacques Louis Lions lab., Banff center for math. innovation, Bonn workshop on OT,
Summer School on calculus of variations in Grenoble). The goal is to develop both the theory and
efficient numerical algorithms to solve a certain class of non-linear partial derivative equations,
with our original “semi-discrete” point of view. We started this year (2016) a new cooperative
project EXPLORAGRAM (see below).
• Other cooperations We cooperate on a regular basis with Pierre Poulin (U. Montréal) and Alla
Sheffer (UBC) [151, 150, 142]. We also have on-going cooperations with Marc Alexa (T.U. Berlin)
and Niloy Mitra (University College London).

12 External support and funding
• 2008-2015 GOODSHAPE ERC Starting (project lead) on shape sampling
• 2015-2016 VORPALINE ERC Proof of Concept (project lead) pre-industrialization of the results
of GOODSHAPE
• 2014-1019 SHAPEFORGE ERC Starting (project lead) on additive manufacturing
• 2015-2016 ICEXL ERC Proof of Concept (project lead) pre-industrialization of the results of
SHAPEFORGE
• 2009-2012 PHYSIGRAPHICS ANR chaire d’excellence (project lead) on computer vision and
geometry processing
• 2010-2014 MORPHO ANR (as project member) on acquisition of human motion
• 2013-2017 BECASIM ANR (as project member) on computational physics
• 2014-2017 BLUEPRINT Region Lorraine on additive manufacturing
• 2014-2020 CPER S. Levebvre coordinates a project with several labs. in Nancy (IJL, LRGP, ERPI)
on software and material interactions in filament-based 3D printers
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• 2016-2017 EXPLORAGRAM B. Levy coordinates an Inria Exploratory Project on Optimal Transport (coop. with Q. Merigot, J.-D. Benamou, Y. Brenier)

Involvement with social, economic and cultural environment
.................................................................................................................................

• PIC (Polymères Innovants Composites) is a collaboration between Inria, Institut Jean Lamour and
Ateliers Cini, funded by Région Lorraine. The goal is to develop a new additive manufaturing
process using filament of composite materials with applications in mechanical engineering and in
the medical domain.
• 6 patents filed during the evaluation period (full list in appendix)

Involvement in training through research
.................................................................................................................................

• D. Sokolov organizes several Master courses (graphics, programming, optimization)
• S. Lefebvre teaches “videogames technology” in Ecole des Mines
• B. Lévy teaches numerical methods in School of Geology and Ecole des Mines
• We submitted in 2016 an H2020 ITN project (with U. Louvain and the SIMULA compagny)
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• GOCAD consortium we have a long-term cooperation with the numerical geology lab. (Nancy
School of Geology) leader of the GOCAD consortium, that regroups all the major companies in
oil and gas industry. The consortium funded 5 Ph.D. theses during the evaluation period. The
result of our Vorpaline ERC Proof of Concept is a sofware that is proposed to the sponsors of the
consortium (two of them are in the process of acquiring a license). During the evaluation period, 3
of our co-advised Ph.D. thesis student were hired by these companies right after their defense (A.
Botella, N. Cherpeau and R. Merland);
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Team Caramba

Cryptology, arithmetic: algebraic methods for better
algorithms

Synopsis
1 Team Composition
Permanents

Jérémie Detrey (CR INRIA), Pierrick Gaudry (DR CNRS), Pierre-Jean Spaenlehauer (CR INRIA, arrived
01/01/14), Emmanuel Thomé (DR INRIA, promoted 01/10/15), Marion Videau (MCF UL, on secondment to Quarkslab since 01/01/15), Paul Zimmermann (DR INRIA).
PR
2011
2016

MCF
1

DR
2
3

CR
2
2

Total
5
5

Post-docs, and engineers

Nicholas Coxon (postdoc 2014-2015), Stéphane Glondu (engineer 2012-2014), Sorina Ionica (postdoc
2011-2012), Alexander Kruppa (engineer 2012-2015), Maike Massierer (postdoc 2014-2015), Pascal
Molin (postdoc 2010-2011), Lionel Muller (engineer 2009-2011).
Doctoral students

Simon Abelard (UL / ENS, 2015-), Razvan Barbulescu (UL / ENS, 2011-2013), Gaëtan Bisson (UL / ENS
/ TU Eindhoven, 2008-2011), Cyril Bouvier (UL / ENS, 2012-2015), Romain Cosset (INRIA/DGA, 20082011), Svyatoslav Covanov (UL / X, 2014-), Nicolas Estibals (UL, 2009-2013), Laurent Grémy (INRIA,
2013-), Hamza Jeljeli (UL, 2011-2015), Hugo Labrande (UL / ENS / Univ. of Calgary, 2013-).
PhD’s defended

6

On-going PhD’s
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.................................................................................................................................

Team evolution

Marion Videau was part of the team for most of the evaluation period. From January 2015, she is on secondment to the Quarkslab company. Pierre-Jean Spaenlehauer was hired and joined the team in January
2014.

2 Life of the team
The Caramba team is a follow-up of the Caramel team (2010-2015), which was itself the successor of
the Cacao team. The short life-time of our teams is mostly due to the INRIA rule of starting a new team
each time the leader changes.
The scientific life of the team is ensured by a team seminar, on a more or less monthly basis, and some
residential team workshops “Journées au vert” that we try to organize every 18 months. We have also a
less formal meeting during the noon coffee-break on Mondays, where a member of the team explains an
article he recently read.

3 Research topics
Keywords

Integer factorization, discrete logarithm, (hyper)elliptic curve cryptography, arithmetic.
Research area and main goals

One of the main applications for our project is public-key cryptography, where most of the deployed
solutions use systems based on number theory such as RSA, ElGamal, DSA or elliptic curves. Although
all these are known to be vulnerable to an hypothetical quantum computer, alternative systems, such
as those based on Euclidean lattices or coding theory are still far from being mature enough for large
scale usage. Therefore, one of our main topics is the study of algorithmic problems in number theory
that are related to their use in cryptography, in particular integer factorization and the discrete logarithm
problem. On the algebraic curve side, we go one step further than just elliptic curve and study also
problems related to the potential use of genus 2 hyperelliptic curves that could provide a competitive
cryptosystems compared to those based on elliptic curves.
Over the evaluation period, we have concentrated our efforts in 3 main directions. The first one is
the large family of algorithms that follow the number field sieve (NFS) strategy: these are well suited
for factoring RSA keys and for computing discrete logarithms in finite fields. Second, we have worked
on algorithms for curves: point counting, discrete logarithms, and effective complex multiplication in
genus 2. Finally, a third direction is to study arithmetic building blocks, per se. A more recent research
direction is polynomial systems and their interaction with aforementioned problems (after the recruitment
of P.-J. Spaenlehauer).

4 Main Achievements
Our most visible results are those concerning the discrete logarithm problem in finite fields. In collaboration with A. Joux [251], we have proposed an algorithm with a heuristic quasi-polynomial complexity in
the case of small characteristic, while all previously known algorithms had a much worse complexity. On
the practical side, with many co-authors [244] we have revealed a weakness in the TLS protocol related
to the discrete logarithm problem in prime fields, and affecting dozens of thousand of servers. Finally,
we hold the current record for the largest public discrete logarithm computations in prime fields and in
fields of the form Fp2 .
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5 Research activities
NFS-like algorithms for factoring and discrete logarithm

Main results In terms of complexity improvements, probably the most visible result of the team over
the evaluation period is the breakthrough algorithm developed by Barbulescu, Gaudry, Joux and Thomé
for discrete logarithms in finite fields of small characteristic [251]. This followed the major improvement
made by Joux that led to an L(1/4) complexity. Its complexity (which is estimated using heuristics, but
not rigorously proven) is quasi-polynomial: this is considerably better than the previous state of the art,
which had not changed for 20 years.
In the realm of medium characteristic, Barbulescu, Gaudry, Guillevic
and Morain gave
√
√a setting for
the NFS algorithm [250], improving its complexity from Lpn (1/3, 3 128/9) to Lpn (1/3, 3 96/9). This
is of course less spectacular than the small-characteristic result, but has also important implications in
pairing-based cryptography where such fields occur. Other more technical complexity results have been
obtained in [208] and in [278].
We have also developed efficient software and run computations leading to several discrete-logarithm
records. Before the L(1/4) and quasi-polynomial breakthrough, we have used the FFS algorithm to set a
new record for discrete-logarithm computation in characteristic 2, with an 809-bit problem [248]. Almost
all team members contributed, and various improvements were developed for this record [256, 217, 275,
263, 264]. This prime-degree extension record held for about 18 months, which was a bit longer than
expected once Joux’s and subsequent complexity improvements were published. We have also set a new
record computation in the case of prime fields, reaching 180 decimal digits3 , while the previous record
had 160 decimal digits. Again, this was the occasion to improve various parts of the algorithm, while
reusing some of the improvements developed for the FFS record (especially in the filtering and linear
algebra parts). Finally, we have computed a discrete logarithm in a finite field of the form Fp2 , where
p2 has about 180 decimal digits [250]. Quite surprisingly, it ended up being faster than a factorization
problem of similar size.
In a collaboration with colleagues from formal methods and internet security [244], we have revealed
a new vulnerability in the TLS protocol, leading to what we called the Logjam attack. Due to a flaw in
the first stage of the protocol, it is possible to downgrade the security to a point where it becomes possible
2
3

Complexities are expressed with the function LN (α, β) = exp(β(log N )α (log log N )1−α ), with α =
The announcement for this record is available at http://caramel.loria.fr/p180.txt.
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Description The number field sieve (NFS) is the best known algorithm for factoring integers used
in the RSA cryptosystem, with time and space complexities that are not fully exponential but still far
from polynomial2 . Many variants of NFS have been designed to handle other problems, in particular the
discrete logarithm problem in finite fields. At the beginning of the evaluation period, we had acquired a
good expertise on NFS for factorization, and we wanted to use it in the context of discrete logarithm which
had been far less studied. The problem naturally comes in different flavors depending on the characteristic
of the field: for instance, in small characteristic number fields are replaced by function fields, yielding
the so-called FFS algorithm. In all cases, a linear algebra step, which is already complicated in the case
of integer factorization becomes even more problematic and specialized algorithms have to be used.
In this area, it is important to obtain complexity results, but often these are not precise enough to
deduce accurate estimates on the running time for very large instances that occur in cryptography, while
there is a huge need for these estimates in order to choose appropriate key sizes corresponding to the
target security level. Therefore, a large part of our activity is dedicated to writing efficient software and
running computations for setting new records. These records are used by governmental agencies and
standardization bodies to justify their recommendations.

to solve a discrete logarithm instance on-the-fly, provided a large pre-computation has been performed,
thus leading to an important breach in the security of the communication. We used our CADO-NFS
software to develop a proof-of-concept, demonstrating the feasibility of the attack.
Finally, we have continued to make progress in integer factorization, a large part of our work consisting in the development of CADO-NFS (see the Software section). There were also some algorithmic
improvements on several parts of the integer factorization NFS algorithm. Thomé designed a CRT-based
variant for the square root part [266], which is interesting for special cases where the naive approach
can fail, and is easier to parallelize. A series of improvements for the polynomial selection stage have
been made by Prest, Zimmermann, Brent, Bai, Thomé, Bouvier, Kruppa, Coxon [216, 240, 215, 277].
Although this is not the most time consuming part of the algorithm, the quality of its output can greatly
speed up the relation search. Therefore the runtime estimates for RSA-1024 have been significantly
revised.
Algebraic curves and cryptography

Description The main algorithmic problems for algebraic curves in cryptography are: counting the
number of elements in the group we want to use, in order to check that it is a prime; trying to solve the
discrete logarithm problem; designing fast formulae for the group law; compute important invariants like
the ring of endomorphisms.
Over the evaluation period, we have concentrated our activities on only few selected topics, since we
chose to reduce the activity on curves in order to have more time to work on the NFS algorithm for discrete
logarithm which was a hot topic. The main topic that we studied is therefore the complex multiplication
(CM) theory in genus 2.
Main results A. Enge and Thomé worked on the CM method in genus 2 [228]. Building on the work
of M. Streng (Leiden), they carefully implemented state-of-the-art algorithms, which they pushed further
in order to be able to tackle a record-sized computation4 , namely a class number of more than 20,000.
This is the first computation with an implementation with a quasi-linear complexity for the evaluation
of the theta functions. The literature contains a lot of theoretical advances (done for a large part around
K. Lauter from Microsoft Research) to predict the leading coefficient of the output polynomials. This
large example corroborates these theoretical results, but also shows that they are still not precise enough to
provide a speed-up in the computation. The software used for this record computation has been released
under a free software license.
The CM theory is not too far from the ring of endomorphisms of the corresponding abelian varieties.
Ionica [235], and then Ionica and Thomé [281], worked on improving the computation of this important
object. They designed a strategy that is reminiscent of Kohel’s algorithm based on the volcano-like
structure of the graph of isogenies. In genus 2, the structure is more like a Cartesian product of two such
volcanoes, and traveling in it is feasible, with, as for genus 1, the Tate pairing being used as some kind
of imperfect compass.
Apart from these works on the CM theory, we mention the following two isolated contributions.
B. Smith, D. Kohel and Gaudry found a new algorithm to count the number of points of genus-2 curves
with real multiplication [261]. A careful use of the knowledge of an explicitly computable endomorphism
leads to a complexity similar to what is known for elliptic curves.
Finally, L. Huot, G. Renault, J.-C. Faugère and Gaudry, showed [229] that during an index-calculus
algorithm for the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem, if the curve can be put in Edwards form (which
has been very popular in the past few years), then the polynomial systems that occur have an additional
structure that can be exploited and this leads to a faster attack.
4

The announcement for this record is available at http://cmh.gforge.inria.fr/record.txt.
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Arithmetic

Since arithmetic is a transversal theme for us, with a large part of implementation, our positioning is
a bit atypical. We have a strong commitment to publishing and maintaining software libraries, and the
corresponding activities are described in the Software section below. We emphasize in particular the
GNU MPFR and GNU MPC libraries, that are used by the GCC compiler to compute accurately the
constants that are known at compile-time.
Apart from the software development activity and isolated work, for instance on the error function
[225] or on the Masser–Gramain constant [238], our contributions are of two types: improve the fundamental building blocks of integer or polynomial arithmetic [222, 262, 249, 276], and study the suitability
of non-general-purpose hardware for various applications (see [263] and a contract with the Kalray company).

Scientific production and quality
.................................................................................................................................

PhD Thesis
H.D.R
Journal
Conference proceedings
Book chapter
Book (written)
General audience papers

2011
2
9
6
2

2012
1
5
5

2013
2

2014

2015
2

2016

3
3
1
1

5
7

5
4

1

1

Total
6
1
28
25
3
1
1

List of top journals in which we have published
Mathematics of Computation (5) [215, 217, 226, 216, 238]; Journal of Symbolic Computation (3) [233,
240, 231]; Journal of Cryptology (2) [229, 227]; IEEE Transactions on Computers (2) [222, 218]; Journal
of Number Theory (2) [235, 220].
List of top conferences in which we have published
Major crypto / security conferences: ACM CCS, Eurocrypt, Asiacrypt (6, including 3 with Best Paper
Awards and 1 paper invited to Journal of Cryptology) [250, 252, 251, 243, 261, 244]; Specialized crypto
conferences: SAC, PKC, CT-RSA (3) [248, 245, 260]; ISSAC (2) [258, 259]; ARITH (2) [256, 262];
WAIFI (3) [263, 266, 249].

7 Software
CADO-NFS. This is a complete implementation in C/C++ of the NFS algorithm for factoring integers
and computing discrete logarithms in finite fields. Started around 2007, it is released under the LGPL free
software license. There are about 200,000 lines of source code. Most of the main developers are members
of the team. Over the evaluation period, efforts have been put on efficiency, code quality, scalability, and
improving of the discrete logarithm support.
The factorization part is now mature and stable, so that the number of external users (number theorists,
cryptographers, or factoring enthusiasts) is constantly increasing.
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6 Synthesis of publications

Arithmetic libraries. We are developing and maintaining libraries for various arithmetic building blocks.
The GNU MPFR and GNU MPC are mature projects that provide multiprecision floating point arithmetic
with correct rounding up to the last bit. Due to the fact that they are both required to compile GCC, these
libraries enjoy a very high visibility.
We also develop the GF2X and MPFQ libraries that are more specialized and less visible. However,
both are used by CADO-NFS, and GF2X can be used as an auxiliary package for the widespread software
library NTL.
Belenios. This is an open-source private and verifiable electronic-voting protocol, that we develop in
collaboration with the PESTO team. Our system is an evolution of an existing system, Helios, developed
by Ben Adida, and used e.g., by UCL and the IACR association in real elections. The main differences
with Helios are the following: the list of the voters is not publicly exposed as it was with Helios (following
the French regulation) and the server hosting the ballot box can no longer add ballot, so we don’t have to
trust the server.
In the past months, several real-life elections have been run with Belenios (still on an experimental
basis): “Comité de Centre” of the Inria Research Center in Rennes; head of the “groupes de travail C2 et
calcul formel” of the GDR-IM.

Academic reputation and appeal
.................................................................................................................................

8 Prizes and Distinctions.
Our quasi-polynomial algorithm for discrete logarithm in small characteristic obtained the Best Paper
Award at Eurocrypt 2014. This result was much commented in the blogosphere, and Ravzan Barbulescu
received the “Prix de thèse Le Monde” for this work.
The work on the Logjam attack [244] received large media coverage (especially in the USA); the
article got the Best Paper Award at the ACM CCS conference, which is one of the best conferences in
computer security, and we received a Pwnie award in the category “Most innovative research” during the
BlackHat 2015 conference.
Implication in major conferences.
We have an important involvement in the ECC workshop series (the main conference about elliptic curve cryptography, since 1997). We organized it in Nancy in 2011 (more than 120 participants);
P. Gaudry is a member of the steering committee since 2014; J. Detrey (2012), P. Gaudry (2013) and
E. Thomé (2014) gave invited talks. The ANTS conference (Algorithmic Number Theory Symposium)
is also strongly connected to our research topics. E. Thomé is a member of the steering committee.
Among our invitations to international conferences, we highlight: Pairing 2013 (Gaudry), SAC 2014
(Gaudry), WAIFI 2012 (Thomé).
Members of the team have been PC members for many conferences, including: Eurocrypt 2011, 2016,
Asiacrypt 2013, PKC 2015, FSE 2011, Pairing 2012, 2013, SAC 2014, Waifi 2012, 2014, 2016, ISSAC
2013.

9 Editorial and organizational activities
The complete detail of our activities regarding this topic can be found in the appendix.
Over the evaluation period, we organized one international conference in Nancy which included a
summer school, and more recently one mini-workshop.
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Two members participate in steering committees of international conference series. One is also a
member of the editorial board for an international journal.
We participated, collectively, to 29 program committees over the evaluation period.

10 Services as expert or evaluator

11 Collaborations
We have formalized collaborations (through funded ANR projects, or otherwise long-running research
projects) with teams in Palaiseau, Montpellier, Bordeaux, Rennes, Lyon. We co-supervised PhD theses
with colleagues from other countries: Calgary (Canada), Eindhoven (The Netherlands), or also in France
(Paris 6).

12 External support and funding
Over the evaluation period, the team received support from two ANR grants: CHIC (2009-2012) and
CATREL (2013-2015), as well as a contract with the HTCS company.

Involvement with social, economic and cultural environment
.................................................................................................................................

Activities related to cryptanalysis. Our work on integer factorization and discrete logarithm is of interest
for governmental agencies and standardization bodies for tuning accurately their key size recommendations. We do not have any formal relation with the French ANSSI or the German BSI, but we know them
very well. Our work on the Logjam attack had a more direct real life impact and was complemented by
a CVE entry: CVE-2015-4000; many software updates followed.
Since 2012, we have a yearly contract with the HTCS company, which is renewed each year (the new
contract for 2016 is just starting). It consists of training and consulting activities. Due to confidentiality
clauses, we cannot say much.
Activities related to e-voting. In connection with our work on the Belenios software, we have participated to two contracts (with Voxaly in 2013, and Docapost in 2015), where we evaluated the e-voting
solutions of the companies and proposed them directions for improvements.
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The complete list of evaluation and hiring committees as well as thesis juries to which we took part can
be found in the appendix.
Collectively, we participated to 20 hiring committees at the assistant professor or professor positions,
or juries for junior or senior research scientist positions.
In total, team members had 34 participations in PhD or habilitation thesis juries, including 11 as
advisor or co-advisor, and 11 as referees.
P. Gaudry was deputy head of the LORIA lab from January 2011 to December 2012. P. Zimmermann
was appointed (and still is) “délégué scientifique´´ of the INRIA Nancy research center from September
2013.
P. Gaudry was a member of HCERES Evaluation panel for the LITIS laboratory (Rouen) in 2015.
He coordinated the INRIA evaluation seminar in 2015 for the team Algorithmics, Computer Algebra and
Cryptology.

Involvement in training through research
.................................................................................................................................

We wish to emphasize the activity of M. Videau as the head of the engineering master’s degree in
“Services, security of systems and network” within the Master 2 in computer science of the Université
de Lorraine in 2013–2014. A joint seminar with the LORIA laboratory was created with about two
sessions per month. During the first semester, sessions are especially crafted to meet the interest of
a broad audience. The speakers are mostly from the industry or from governmental agencies with an
emphasis on strong research and development profiles. This seminar, which started in 2013, is very
successful in terms of attendance, and fosters the relations between the teaching at the master level and
the research activities in the laboratory.
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Team Magrit

Visual augmentation of complex environments

Synopsis
.................................................................................................................................

1 Team Composition
Permanents

PR
2011
2016

MCF
4
4

DR
0
1

CR
2
1

D1 : Magrit

Marie-Odile Berger (DR INRIA), Erwan Kerrien (CR1 INRIA), Gilles Simon (Assistant Prof., UL),
Frédéric Sur (Assistant Prof., UL), Pierre-Frédéric Villard (Assistant Prof., UL), Brigitte Wrobel-Dautcourt
(Assistant Prof., UL).
Total
6
6

Post-docs, and engineers

Pierre-Jean Petitprez (engineer 2014-2016), Christel Léonet (engineer 2012-2014).
Doctoral students

Raffaela Trivisonne (INRIA, 2015-..., co-supervised with MIMESIS), Jaime Garcia Guevara (Region,
2015-..., co-supervised with MIMESIS), Antoine Fond (UL, 2014-...), Pierre Rolin (UL, 2013-...), Charlotte Delmas (UL, CIFRE with GE Healthcare, 2013-...), Nazim Haouchine (Université de Lille, 20122015, co-supervised with MIMESIS), Ahmed Yureidini (Université de Lille, 2010-2014, co-supervised
with Shacra), Srikrishna Bhat (UL, 2008-2012), Nicolas Noury (UL, 2007-2011).
Phd’s defended

4

On-going PhD’s

5

Team evolution

There was no evolution of the staff members during the evaluation period.
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2 Life of the team
Frédéric Sur benefited from a full time CNRS delegation during 2012-2013 and from a half-time INRIA
delegation during 2013-2014. Pierre-Frédéric Villard spent 18 months in 2014-2015 in the Harvard Biorobotics Laboratory thanks to a CNRS and then a INRIA delegation.

3 Research topics
Keywords

Augmented reality, matching, localization, 3D modeling, estimation, image processing, image analysis.
Research area and main goals

The basic concept of augmented reality (AR) is to place information correctly registered with the environment into the user’s perception. What makes AR stand out is that this new technology offers the potential
for big changes in many application fields such as industrial maintenance, creative technologies, image
guided medical gestures, entertainment…
Augmented reality technologies have made major advancements recently, both in terms of capability,
mobile development and integration into current mobile devices. Most applications are dedicated to
multimedia and entertainment and use rough localization information provided by the sensors of the
mobile phones. Cutting-edge Augmented Reality applications which take place in complex environments
and require high accuracy in augmentation are less prevalent. There are indeed still technological barriers
that prevent applications from reaching the robustness and the accuracy required by such applications.
The aim of the MAGRIT team is to develop vision based methods which allow significant progress
of AR technologies in terms of ease of implementation, reliability and robustness. The team is active in
both medical and classical applications of augmented reality for which accurate integration of the virtual objects within the scene is essential. Key requirements of AR systems are the availability of robust
matching and registration techniques, both rigid and elastic, that allow the virtual objects to be correctly
aligned with the environment, as well as means to build 3D models which are appropriate for pose computation and for handling interactions between the virtual objects and the real scene. Localization and
visual modeling are thus our main research topics. Methods are developed with a view to meet the expected robustness and accuracy over time while satisfying the real time achievements required by these
procedures.

4 Main Achievements
The development of robust methods for matching and localization under large viewpoint variations through
either the design of statistical methods or the use of simulation is a strong point of our activities.
Efforts to produce structured models appropriate to AR tasks must also be put forward. New methods
for in-situ modeling in classical environments as well as models supporting real time interactive simulation for medical applications are examples of our contributions.
The period has seen the emergence of significant works about AR for deformable objects in collaboration with the MIMESIS team with promising applications to laparoscopy. The paper [328] was awarded
by the best paper-honourable mention at ISMAR 2013.
Denoising and parameter estimation is an important issue in our team since most problems are formulated as parameter estimation from noisy measurements. Noise reduction techniques have been investigated for natural images and original dedicated image processing tools have been designed in the context
of characterizing properties of material subject to mechanical constraints.
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One last point that should be emphasised in our activity is that we are engaged in stimulating transdisciplinary research, especially in the field of medical imaging and experimental mechanics.

5 Research activities
Matching, localization and 3D tracking

Description The challenge of AR is to compute sequential and near real time pose estimates with a
good accuracy whatever the user’s motion, the nature of the scene (cluttered, with repeated patterns…)
and the variations in experimental conditions (lighting, weather conditions, presence of pedestrians, cars,
tools in medical scenes…). Tracking has acquired a certain level of maturity during the last decade
and effective toolkits can now be used to create AR systems in simple environments under controlled
conditions. However computation of the initial pose, i.e. without any guess on the localization, as well as
localization in cluttered environments are still deadlocks which prevent the design of robust AR systems.
This is mainly due to the rate of wrong matching hypotheses which is very high in such contexts. During
the evaluation period we have addressed various methods that improve the reliability of the localization:
design of robust statistical methods, use of tracking-by-synthesis method or introduction of semantic
knowledge on the considered environments. Finally, the issue of tracking deformable objects has gained
importance in our team during the period. This topic was mainly addressed in the context of medical
applications through the design of bio-mechanical models guided by visual features.

• Matching and initialization in difficult conditions
The goal of N. Noury’s PhD thesis [288] was to address matching and localization issues in manmade environments which contain many repetitive patterns. In order to prevent ambiguous correspondences due to repetitive patterns from being removed early as in classical algorithms, we
designed a novel a-contrario model in order to impose photometric and geometric constraints in
a unified metric [310]. Our efforts then focused on the problem of image/image or image/model
matching in presence of large viewpoint changes. We considered the common case where the
model is acquired from a sequence using structure from motion techniques. A 3D point was then
represented with the class of all interest points and descriptors to which it was associated in the
structure-from-motion stage. Matching thus amounts to identify the class which is closest to a
particular descriptor. Visual vocabularies where used inS. Bhat’s PhD thesis to speed up the image/model matching process[313, 286].
When pose initialization is considered, the image may be far from the ones used for building the
model and matching fails due to the lack of similarity between the classes and the current descriptor.
In the context of P. Rolin’s PhD thesis, we proposed to enrich the models with keypoints generated from simulated views [357, 335] to ease the matching in presence of large viewpoint changes.
Noticeable improvements of the pose reliability have been demonstrated with this method. Progressive sampling strategies are currently investigated to speed up the search for correspondences
when confronted to a large outlier rate. A complementary way to fight against large outlier rates
when distant views are considered is to take into account contextual information which is likely to
filter out some erroneous matching hypotheses. This idea is being investigated in A. Fond’s PhD
thesis through the exploitation of the Manhattan world hypothesis [321, 338].
• Tracking-by-synthesis using point features and pyramidal blurring
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Main results

Tracking-by-synthesis [RD06] is a promising method for markerless vision-based camera tracking
since it is drift-free and easy to combine with physical sensors such as GPS and inertial sensors.
However, it is mostly used in urban environments were edges can easily be detected. This is probably due to the fact that real-time corner detectors are weakly repeatable between a camera image
and a rendered texture. In [339], we compared the repeatability of commonly used interest point
detectors against view synthesis and drew valuable insights about the adaptation of tracking-bysynthesis algorithms to the point feature. Important contributions of this work are (i) the demonstration that adding depth blur to the rendered texture can drastically improve the repeatability of
FAST and Harris corner detectors (up to 100% in our experiments) (ii) the design of a method for
simulating depth blur on the rendered images using a pre-calibrated depth response curve as well
as an original method for calibrating the depth response curve.
• Tracking 3D deformable objects
3D augmentation of deformable objects is a challenging problem with many potential applications
in medical augmented reality. Most existing approaches are dedicated to surface augmentation and
are based on the inextensibility constraint, for sheet-like materials, or on the use of a model built
from representative samples. However, few of them consider in-depth augmentation which is of
utmost importance for medical applications. In N. Haouchine’s PhD thesis, we have addressed several important limitations that currently hinder the use of augmented reality in the clinical routine
of minimally invasive procedures. In collaboration with the MIMESIS team, our main contribution
is the design and the validation of an augmented reality framework based on a mechanical model
of the organ and guided by features extracted and tracked on the video at the surface of the organ
[327, 328, 297]. Specific models which best suit the considered organs, such as a vascularized
model of the liver, have been introduced in this framework. Experiments show that the localization error of a virtual tumor was less than 6mm, and thus below the safety margin required by
surgery. To our knowledge, we were the first to produce such evaluation for deformable objects.
This work has been extended to augment highly elastic objects in a monocular context using a nonlinear elastic model constrained by tracking external image points [298]. This method prevents us
from formulating restrictive assumptions and specific constraint terms in the minimization which
are commonly used in state-of-the-art solutions. Self-occluded regions are handled thanks to the
ability of mechanical models to provide appropriate predictions of the shape. This property was
also exploited in the context of tongue tracking in ultrasound images [332].

Image-based modeling

Description Making AR applications effective and realistic requires the availability of appropriate
models of the scene. By the term appropriate, we mean that the model must be relevant for the considered
task. It must thus be suited to pose computation but also capable of supporting interactions between the
virtual and the real objects such as occlusions, lighting reflections, contacts in real time. If point cloud
models are sufficient for pose computation, structured models are required for handling interactions between real and virtual worlds. Designing the complete loop of AR from pose to interaction obviously
depends on the specific tasks under consideration. We thus address a restricted number of applications
in areas where we have a long term experience: modeling for urban AR applications as well as AR and
simulators for interventional radiology.
Main results
[RD06]

G. Reitmayr and T. Drummond. Going out: Robust model-based tracking for outdoor augmented reality. In
ISMAR’06, 2006.
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• Modeling for realistic and real time simulation
In interventional radiology, our main research objective is to augment the environment of the physician through several means: first, by superimposing tools onto pre-operative imagery for a better
understanding of the pathology [316] and second, by providing realistic patient-based simulators
for training or planning an operation. One of our main contributions tackles the particular issue of
computational efficiency and concern the automatic modeling of blood vessels from medical data,
in order to meet the computational requirements of interactive simulation. The segmentation had
to be both user friendly and generate a vascular surface model that is compliant with the computational constraints set in interactive simulation, that is: compact, smooth, and both geometrically
and topologically accurate. During A. Yureidini’s PhD thesis, a new model was developed consisting of a tree of local implicit blobby models [347]. In collaboration with the MIMESIS and
DEFROST team, comparisons were made of simulations using our implicit model against triangular meshes and showed that the computation time was divided by 100 while numerical instabilities
encountered with meshes (jaggy motions, unrealistic sticking of the catheter tip on the vessel surface, ...) were not observed with our implicit model [348]. More generally, acquisition of realistic
models of organs from multimodal images is an important issue for obtaining realistic and accurate
augmentation of pre-operative images or realistic training systems. This problem is an important
field of research of the team and has been addressed in the team for modeling ribs motion during
surgery [344] and to build realistic simulators of liver biopsy [312].
Denoising and parameter estimation

Most issues addressed by the team are formulated in terms of parameter estimation from image-based
measurements corrupted by noise. Particular difficulties are due to the presence of specific noise, to the
possibly high non linearity of the relationship between the parameters and the observation or to the large
size of the unknowns with respect to the number of observations. A common problem in our field of
research is the need to estimate constitutive parameters of the models, such as (bio-)mechanical parameters for instance. Direct measurement methods are destructive and elaborating image based methods
for parameter estimation is thus highly desirable. Denoising methods as well as estimation techniques
dedicated to specific problems have been addressed during the evaluation period.
In a collaboration with the Pascal Institute (Clermont Ferrand), the metrological performance enhancement for experimental solid mechanics has been addressed. A problem of interest in experimental solid
mechanics is to estimate displacement and strain maps on the surface of a specimen subjected to a load
or a tensile test. While digital image correlation (DIC) relying on randomly marked patterns is certainly
the most popular technique, spectral methods on grid patterns is another possibility. With the goal to
characterize the metrological performances of these techniques limited by the sensor noise [296], we
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• In situ modeling
If 3D models are generally available for very public spots, this is not the case for smaller or
ephemeral AR work-spaces where short-lived applications have to take place (e.g. film set or
maintenance applications). We thus developed several original methods for in situ modeling allowing a user to directly build a 3D model of his/her surrounding environment and verify the
geometry against the physical world in real time [303, 331]. The originality of our approaches
is that they are based on the camera-mouse principle, thus preventing us from using an additional
device for delineation and that modeling can be achieved without freezing the video. In contrast to
existing interactive or automated methods for model building that are computationally intensive,
in-situ modeling techniques enable the user to define what is relevant at the time the model is being
built during the application. Acquisition of structured models is another important benefit of these
methods.

have proved (in the context of the grid method) that it was possible to retrieve a convolved strain map
impaired by a correlated noise [305]. The most common analysis windows used in the grid method have
been analyzed in [309]. Various restoration techniques have been investigated to enhance the metrological
performances of the grid method [293], in spite of vibrations affecting the experimental setup [304, 308].
A complete review of grid methods is the subject of [295]. Moreover, contributions to the characterization
of the metrological performance of DIC were recently proposed [291]. In addition, other topics related to
noise estimation or noise removal in experimental mechanics as in natural images have been addressed.
Various methods were proposed to remove quasi-periodic noise using frequency domain statistics, either
in strain fields [294] or in natural images [343, 306]. Noise estimation by stacking natural images affected
by illumination flickering was addressed in [307].
In the medical field, specific methods for estimating respiratory parameters have been designed in
collaboration with School of Computer Science at Bangor University [311, 353]. The optimized parameters have been eventually applied to an interventional radiology simulator that takes into account the
respiration [312].

Scientific production and quality
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6 Synthesis of publications
PhD Thesis
Journal
Conference proceedings
Book chapter
Book (written)
Book or special issue (edited)
General audience papers

2011
1
3
8
1
1

2012
1
6
1

2013
1
4
11
2

2014
1
3
13

1
2

2015
1
7
8

1

2016
6
2

Total
4
24
48
4
1
1
3

List of top journals in which we have published
SIAM journal on imaging sciences [310, 307], Inverse problems and imaging [305], IEEE Trans. on
Visualization and Computer Graphics [297, 298], The Visual Computer [303], Medical Image Analysis
[302], IEEE Trans. on Biomedical Engineering [311], JASA [290].
List of top conferences in which we have published
Int. Symp. on Mixed and Augmented Reality (ISMAR) [339, 320, 328, 326], International Conference on Medical Image Computing and Computer-Assisted Intervention (MICCAI) [348], IEEE International Conference on Image Processing (ICIP) [341, 343], International Conference on Robotics and
Automation (ICRA) [329, 335], International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing
(ICASSP)[340], IEEE 3DIM/3DPVT Conference [313].

7 Software
• Our research efforts are integrated in a internal use library called RAlib. This work is now proposed
in part in the publicly available Polar library (Portable Library for Augmented Reality, http://
polar.inria.fr) that offers powerful and state of the art visualization solutions.
• Matlab software implementing the algorithms described in [307, 306, 343] is publicly available.
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• A multimodal acquisition system was also developed in the team in the context of the ARTIS
project. This project aims at building a realistic head augmented by external and internal articulators with foreseen applications to language learning technologies [290].

Academic reputation and appeal
.................................................................................................................................

8 Prizes and Distinctions
• Best paper-honourable mention at ISMAR 2013 for the paper [328]: Image-guided Simulation of
Heterogeneous Tissue Deformation For Augmented Reality during Hepatic Surgery
• Gilles Simon received the Lasting Impact Award at ISMAR 2013 for the paper: Markerless Tracking using Planar Structures in the Scene by Simon Gilles, Andrew W. Fitzgibbon, Andrew Zisserman
in Int. Symposium on Augmented Reality, 2000 (ISAR)

Marie-Odile Berger was co-president of RFIA 2014.
Members of the team regularly sat on the program committees of ISMAR , MICCAI (Int. Conf. on
Medical Image Computing), ISBI (Int. Symposium on Biomedical Imaging), ICPR (Int. Conf. on Pattern
Recognition).

10 Services as expert or evaluator
Marie-Odile Berger was external reviewer of 10 PhD thesis during the period. F. Sur and E. Kerrien were
member of one PhD thesis. She is president of AFRIF (Association Française pour la reconnaissance
et l’interprétation des formes). She was external reviewer for the HCERES evalution of LTSI (Rennes).
She is a member of the Inria evaluation committee.

11 Collaborations
• We have built strong collaborations with Nancy University Hospital [365], GE Healthcare [316,
317], and MIMESIS Inria project-team [347, 348, 336]. Such collaborations are vital to our activity driven by the application to interventional radiology and our will to have clinically validated
algorithms and solutions. Fruitful collaborations are about the use of biomechanical models in AR
medical applications [329, 326, 298].
• Still in the medical field, the collaboration with the University of Banghor aims at improving existing solutions of respiration models based on optimization-driven models [346, 311, 312].
• Collaborations with Institut Pascal (Université de Clermont-Ferrand) are about the design of image
processing tools for experimental mechanics. We bring a solid foundation to methods that are used
as “off-the-shelf” tools in the experimental mechanics community, and tackle problems that give
contributions both in experimental mechanics and in image processing [305, 307, 308].
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9 Editorial and organizational activities

12 External support and funding
• ANR IDeaS: Image Driven Simulation applied to interventional neuroradiology [336].
• ANR ARTIS: automatic construction of a speaker’s model from various imaging modalities [330,
332, 290].
• ANR Visac: acquisition of synchronized audio-visual sequences and face reconstruction at a high
frame rate [300].
• TIMEX (funded by GDR ISIS) aims at investigating image processing tools for enhancing the
metrological performances of contactless measurement systems in experimental mechanics [305,
296].
• SOFA-InterMedS: aimed at developing the field of Medical Simulation research [289, 287] .
• GE Healthcare: CIFRE grant about reconstruction of tools in interventional neuroradiology [316].
• Region lorraine: funding of Guevara’s PhD thesis about AR-based clinical procedures for liver
surgery.

Involvement with social, economic and cultural environment
.................................................................................................................................

One of our goal is to allow significant progress of AR technologies and to widen the application field
of AR. We have thus developed several cutting edge applications where AR is likely to give new and
improved ways to perform highly technical tasks:
• in neuroradiology and hepatic surgery, we have promoted the use of AR and simulation in the
clinical routine and the training of junior physicians to complex interventional clinical gestures.
This was achieved in closed collaboration with clinical partners (CHU Nancy, école de chirurgie)
and industrial partners (GE Healthcare).
• in the area of education, we designed an inquiry-based AR learning environment (AIBLE) for
teaching and learning astronomy in primary school [319].
Members of the team participate on a regular basis, to scientific awareness and mediation actions.
Erwan Kerrien is Chargé de Mission for scientific mediation at Inria Nancy-Grand Est.

Involvement in training through research
.................................................................................................................................

Both the four assistant professors and the two researchers of the team have teaching activities at master
level in image processing, computer vision, shape recognition, augmented reality mainly in the computer
science Master of Nancy and in several Engineering Schools near Nancy (Mines Nancy, SUPELEC Metz,
ENSG). Our goal is to attract Master students with good skills in applied mathematics towards the field
of computer vision. Overall, about 150 teaching hours are given by the members of the team in the field
of image processing and computer vision.
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Computational Geometry

Synopsis
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1 Team Composition
Faculty staff & researchers.

2011
2016

PR
-

Guillaume Moroz (CR INRIA)
Sylvain Petitjean (DR INRIA, until Sept. 2012)
Marc Pouget (CR INRIA)
Monique Teillaud (DR INRIA, since Nov. 2014)

MCF
1
1

DR
2
3

CR
3
2

Total
6
6

Post-docs and engineers. Marc Fuentes (engineer, 3 months 2011), Rémi Imbach (postdoc Inria, Nov.
2014 - Oct. 2016), Laurent Veysseire (postdoc Inria, Dec. 2014 - Aug. 2015).
Doctoral students. Guillaume Batog (MENESR, 2009-11), Yacine Bouzidi (Inria, 2010-14), Iordan
Iordanov (UL, 2016-current). The following PhD students, although not in Nancy, are (co-)supervised by
team members: Rémy Thomasse (Inria Sophia Antipolis, 2012-15), Ranjan Jha (Nantes, 2013-current),
Sény Diatta (Sénégal, 2014-current).
Phd’s defended

3

On-going PhD’s

3

Team evolution. Departures: X. Goaoc got a professor position in Paris. S. Petitjean became the director of Inria Nancy Grand Est and as a consequence, he temporarily left the team. Arrivals: M. Teillaud
and O. Devillers moved to Vegas from the Geometrica group at Inria Sophia Antipolis - Méditerranée.

2 Life of the team
With 6 faculty members, our team has a reasonable size and we get along very well. As a consequence,
we succeed in running the team in a collegial manner, both in terms of administration and research.
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Olivier Devillers (DR INRIA, since Nov. 2014)
Laurent Dupont (MCF, UL)
Xavier Goaoc (CR INRIA, until)
Sylvain Lazard (DR INRIA)

3 Research topics
Keywords. Geometric computing, non-linear and effective computational geometry, robustness, computer algebra, algebraic systems, probabilistic analysis.
Research area and main goals. Our main scientific objective is to contribute to the development of
an effective geometric computing dedicated to non-trivial geometric objects. Included among its main
tasks are the study and development of new algorithms for the manipulation of geometric objects, the
experimentation of algorithms, the production of reliable, quality software. Our main axes of research
focus on various aspects of computational geometry, in particular, on problems that deal with non-linear
objects and with combinatorial and probabilistic properties of data structures and algorithms.

4 Main Achievements
⋆ Certified drawing of plane algebraic curves. Our work on the topology of plane algebraic curves,
though not finished, led to both great theoretical and applied results. From a theoretical perspective
we succeeded, in a nutshell, to decrease the worst-case bit complexity of solving bivariate algebraic
eB (d12 + d10 τ 2 )[DET09, Thm 19] to O
eB (d6 + d5 τ ) and we
systems via rational parameterizations from O
5
4
e
presented even more efficient OB (d + d τ ) Las Vegas algorithms. Improving further these bounds
would essentially require to improve bounds on several other fundamental problems (such as computing
resultants, checking the squarefreeness of univariate polynomials, and isolating their roots) that have hold
for decades. On the practical side, we are in the process of developing Isotop 3, the third version of our
curve isotopy software and preliminary results are impressive; see Section 7 for details.
√
⋆ The worst visibility walk in a random Delaunay triangulation is O( n). We show that the memoryless routing algorithms Greedy Walk, Compass Walk, and all variants of visibility walk based on
orientation predicates are asymptotically optimal in the average case on the Delaunay triangulation. This
settle a long-standing conjecture in point location using walking algorithms.
⋆ Multinerves and Helly numbers of acyclic families. See Section 8.

5 Research activities
Non-linear computational geometry

Description. Our team is one of the few in the world to attack all the aspects, from theory to practice,
needed for the development of certified, effective geometric computing dedicated to non-discretized, nonlinear problems.
Among the main characteristics of our project are: the belief that the classical geometric and algebraic
machinery, when adroitly set into motion, can dramatically enhance the algorithmic knowledge concerning curved objects; the understanding that practical efficiency is as important as theoretical complexity
in algorithmic design; and the willingness to cover the whole spectrum of exact geometric computing
going from a proven characterization of geometric degeneracies to the production of versatile, reliable
and scalable quality software.
Main results.
⋆ Topology of real algebraic plane curves and solving bivariate systems. We addressed the classical
and difficult problem of computing the topology/isotopy of an algebraic plane curve, that is, computing
an arrangement of polylines isotopic to the input curve. This problem is important as it permits to plot
[DET09]

D. I. Diochnos, I. Z. Emiris, and E. P. Tsigaridas. On the asymptotic and practical complexity of solving bivariate
systems over the reals. J. Symb. Comput., 44(7):818–835, 2009.
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⋆ Parallel robots. Parallel manipulators are mechanical systems that uses several linear actuators
to control a single end-effector. The best known one is formed from six linear actuators that support a
movable platform for devices such as flight simulators. Moving a parallel robot toward specific parametric values can break it and a challenge is to describe these singularities in order to avoid them. Another
challenge is to design parallel manipulators that have no singularities in some possibly restricted settings.
Using tools from algebra such as CAD and Gröbner bases, we obtained quite a few results in this area.
We showed how to compute the working space and set of singularities of several types of robots,
such as simple planar cable robots [409], planar mechanisms with three degrees of freedom [399], spatial
mechanisms with six degrees of freedom [384], Delta like family robots [418]. We proposed a method
for designing mechanisms with no singularities for a specific family of planar parallel robots with two
degrees of freedom [408]. Finally, we proposed a method to check the singularity-free paths for parallel
robots [417].
⋆ Algebraic methods in classical Computational Geometry. Algebraic methods can help solving
problems in classical computational geometry. Using, in particular, polynomials multi-point evaluation,
we showed that it is possible to compute efficiently, that is in almost linear time instead of quadratic time,
[GVEK96]
[DET09]

L. González-Vega and M. El Kahoui. An improved upper complexity bound for the topology computation of a
real algebraic plane curve. J. of Complexity, 12(4):527–544, 1996.
D. I. Diochnos, I. Z. Emiris, and E. P. Tsigaridas. On the asymptotic and practical complexity of solving bivariate
systems over the reals. J. Symb. Comput., 44(7):818–835, 2009.
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such curves in a certified way, that is without missing branches or self-intersections. We started working
on this problem in 2007 and we distributed the first version of our software, Isotop, in 2010, the second
version, Isotop 2, in 2013 and we are currently developing a third version (see Section 7 for details).
Since 2011, we focused our efforts on the key issue of computing the critical points of such curves and
we addressed the slightly more general problem of solving bivariate algebraic systems. We are interested
in certified numerical approximations or, more precisely, isolating boxes of the solutions. But we are also
interested in computing, as intermediate symbolic objects, a Rational Univariate Representation (RUR)
that is, roughly speaking, a univariate polynomial and two rational functions that map the roots of the
univariate polynomial to the two coordinates of the solutions of the system. RURs are relevant symbolic
objects because they allow to turn many queries on the system into queries on univariate polynomials.
In this context, solving a system amounts to solving three distinct problems: (i) computing a separating
linear form of the input system, that is a linear combination of the two variables that takes different
values when evaluated at the distinct solutions of the system, (ii) computing the RUR associated to this
separating linear form, and (iii) computing isolating boxes of the solutions from the RUR.
Over the course of the last five years, we presented several algorithms on these problems, which
drastically improved the state of the art [377, 382, 403, 404, 405, 423, 431, 444]. Namely, in 2011, the
e 10 + d9 τ ), (ii)
best known bit complexity for solving these three problems were, respectively, (i) O(d
e 7 + d6 τ ), and (iii) O(d
e 12 + d10 τ 2 ) in the worst case for input bivariate polynomials of degree at
O(d
e refers to complexities where polylogarithmic
most d with integer coefficients of bitsize at most τ (O
[GVEK96][DET09,
Thm
19]
e 6 + d5 τ ) in the
factors are omitted).
We improved these bit complexities to O(d
e 5 + d4 τ ) on average in a Las Vegas setting for the first two
worst-case for all three problems and to O(d
problems (no expected Las Vegas complexity better than the worst case was known). Furthermore, these
complexities are not likely to be easily improved as it would essentially requires to improve bounds on
several fundamental problems (such as computing resultants, checking the squarefreeness of univariate
polynomials and isolating their roots) that have hold for decades.
Related to these problems, we also presented algorithms and experimentations on numerical and
certified approaches for computing the topology of curves in the restricted settings of the 2D projection of
smooth space curves [416, 441]. We also distributed a library (Fast_polynomial, url) for fast polynomial
evaluations and compositions [445].

the distance between two piecewise-linear terrains, each defined over a triangulated domain of size n
[419]. Also, using algebraic mixed volume theory and stochastic optimization methods, we succeeded to
improve upper and lower bounds on the number of embeddings of a given rigid graph [415].
Combinatorics and combinatorial geometry

Description. The geometry of a problem can often be encapsulated into elementary combinatorial or
topological structures that are then studied at a more abstract level. The use of Davenport-Schintzel
sequences to study complexity questions on (sub-structures of) arrangements is, perhaps, the most classic
example in computational geometry. We study geometric problems along these lines.
Main results.
⋆ Helly numbers of acyclic families. The nerve of a family of sets is a simplicial complex that
records the intersection pattern of its subfamilies. Nerves are widely used in computational geometry
and topology, because the nerve theorem guarantees that the nerve of a family of geometric objects has
the same topology as the union of the objects, if they form a good cover.
We relaxed the good cover assumption to the case where each subfamily intersects in a disjoint union
of possibly several homology cells, and we proved a generalization of the nerve theorem in this framework, using spectral sequences from algebraic topology. We then deduced a new topological Helly-type
theorem that unifies previous results of Amenta, Kalai and Meshulam, and Matoušek. This Helly-type
theorem is used to (re)prove, in a unified way, bounds on transversal Helly numbers in geometric transversal theory [388], [410] (best paper award).
⋆ Set systems and families of permutations with small traces. How large can be a family of combinatorial objects defined on a finite set if its number of distinct projections/traces on any small subset is
bounded? For set systems, we generalized Sauer’s Lemma on the size of set systems with bounded VCdimension. We also obtained a similar result on families of permutations. One motivation for considering
these questions is the “geometric permutation problem” in geometric transversal theory, a question that
has been open for two decades [387].
⋆ Simplifying inclusion-exclusion formulas. The classical inclusion-exclusion formula asserts that
the measure of a union of n sets can be expressed using measures of various intersections. However, the
number of terms in this formula is exponential in n and a lot of research has been devoted to constructing
simpler formulas for particular families. We proved that any family of sets admits an inclusion-exclusion
formula of size quasi-polynomial in n and in the size of its Venn diagram [424, 396].
Probabilistic computational geometry

Description. In computational geometry, worst-case complexity bounds often fail to capture practical
behaviours. As a consequence, when the worst-case analysis is deemed overly pessimistic, average-case
analysis of data-structures or algorithms is commonly used. Since such analyses are often intricate, the
models of random geometric data that can be handled are often simplistic and far from “realistic inputs”.
We worked during this evaluation period on probabilistic models and analyses.
Main results.
⋆ Complexity analysis of random geometric structures made simpler. We presented a new simple
scheme for the analysis of geometric structures. While this scheme only produces results up to a polylog
factor, it is much simpler to apply than the classical techniques and therefore succeeds in analyzing new
input distributions related to smoothed complexity analysis. We illustrated our method on two classical
structures: convex hulls and Delaunay triangulations [412].
√
⋆ The worst visibility walk in a random Delaunay triangulation is O( n). We show that the memoryless routing algorithms Greedy Walk, Compass Walk, and all variants of visibility walk based on ori-
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entation predicates are asymptotically optimal in the average case on the Delaunay triangulation. More
specifically, we consider the Delaunay triangulation of an unbounded Poisson point process of unit rate
and demonstrate that the worst-case path between any two vertices inside a domain of area n has a number
of steps that is not asymptotically more than the shortest path between those two vertices with probability
converging to one (as long as the vertices are sufficiently far apart.) It follows that the worst-case path
√
has O( n ) steps in the limiting case, under the same conditions. Our results have applications in routing
in mobile networks and also settle a long-standing conjecture in point location using walking algorithms.
Our proofs use techniques from percolation theory and stochastic geometry [437].
⋆ Smooth analysis of convex hulls. We establish an upper bound on the smoothed complexity of
convex hulls in Rd under uniform Euclidean (ℓ2 ) noise. Namely, given n arbitrary points in the unit ball
in Rd , each perturbed independently in the unit ball of radius δ, we bound the expected complexity of
their convex hull in terms of n and δ [411].
⋆ Monotonicity of the number of facets of random polytopes. We proved a result on the size of the
convex hull of n points sampled uniformly in a convex smooth set in Rd : the number of facets (i.e. faces
of dimension d − 1) is asymptotically increasing. This result, although not surprising, is remarkably
difficult and requires delicate random sampling arguments [389].
⋆ Worst-case silhouette size of random polytopes. We studied the size of the silhouette of a polyhedron from a probabilistic point of view. If the polyhedron is a random approximation of the sphere, we
√
have proven that the expected complexity of the silhouette is also Θ( n) for the worst possible view
point [439]. This work was submitted in 2014 to the Journal of Computational Geometry and is conditionally accepted.
Classical computational geometry

Main results.
⋆ Bounded-Curvature Shortest Paths. We considered the car-like robots path-planning problem of
computing shortest paths having curvature at most one almost everywhere and visiting a sequence of
n points in the plane in a given order. We showed that this problem reduces to a family of convex
optimization problems over polyhedra in Rn [394]. This is the first result where convex optimization is
shown to be applicable in this context.
⋆ Geometric graph theory. A set of points is said universal if it supports a crossing-free drawing
of any planar graph (on n vertices). We obtained several results on this topic. In 2010, we exhibited
universal point sets of size n if edges can be drawn as polylines with at most one bend, which can be
placed arbitrarily. If the bend points are also required to be chosen in the universal set, we proved the
existence of universal sets of subquadratic size O(n2 / log n) [391]. We also proved that, surprisingly,
there exist universal point sets of size n if edges can be drawn as a circular arcs [380].
⋆ Approximating Geodesics in Meshes. The so-called Farthest Point Sampling (FPS) is a classical
algorithm used extensively and successfully for isometry-invariant surface processing. We analyzed the
stretch factor FF P S of approximate geodesics computed using FPS, which is the maximum, over all
pairs of distinct vertices, of their approximated distance over their geodesic distance in a given graph.
We showed that FF P S can be bounded in terms of the minimal value of the stretch factor obtained using an
optimal placement of k sources. This provides some evidence explaining why farthest point sampling has
been used successfully for isometry-invariant shape processing. We also showed that it is NP-complete
to find k sources that minimize the stretch factor [443]. This work has been conditionally accepted in
CGTA.
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Description. Along our lines of research described above, we pursue some research on more classical
problems in computational geometry.

⋆ Visibility complex. We presented two fundamental lower bounds on the worst-case combinatorial
complexity of sets of free lines and sets of maximal free line segments in the presence of balls in three
dimensions. The main one proves that the visibility complex of n disjoint unit balls, or equivalently the
set of maximal non-occluded line segments among n disjoint unit balls, has complexity Ω(n4 ), which
matches the trivial O(n4 ) upper bound. This result settled, negatively, the conjecture that this set of
line segments, or, equivalently, the visibility complex, has smaller worst-case complexity for disjoint fat
objects than for skinny triangles [393].
⋆ Qualitative Symbolic Perturbation: a new geometry-based perturbation framework. In a classical Symbolic Perturbation scheme, degeneracies are handled by substituting some polynomials in ϵ to the
input of a predicate. Instead of a single perturbation, we propose to use a sequence of (simpler) perturbations. Moreover, we look at their effects geometrically instead of algebraically; this allows us to tackle
cases that were not tractable with the classical algebraic approach [438].
⋆ Recognizing shrinkable complexes is NP-complete. We say that a simplicial complex is shrinkable if there exists a sequence of admissible edge contractions that reduces the complex to a single vertex.
We prove that it is NP-complete to decide whether a (three-dimensional) simplicial complex is shrinkable [401]. Along the way, we describe examples of contractible complexes which are not shrinkable.

Scientific production and quality
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6 Synthesis of publications
PhD Thesis
H.D.R
Journal
Conference proceedings
Book chapter
Book or special issue (edited)

2011
1
1
4
5

2012

2013

2014
1

2015
1

2016

4
4

4
5

2
4
1

2
5
1
3

5
2

Total
3
1
21
25
2
3

List of top journals in which we have published
Discrete and Computational Geometry (4) [381, 393, 395, 383]
Journal of Symbolic Computation (2) [397, 382]
Computational Geometry: Theory and Applications (3) [385, 398, 391]
ASME Journal of Mechanisms and Robotics (2) [384, 399]

SIAM Journal on Computing (1) [394]
Advances in Mathematics (1) [388]
ACM Transactions on Algorithms (1) [400]

List of top conferences in which we have published
SoCG – Symposium on Computational Geometry (5) [410, 412, 411, 402, 413]
ISSAC –International Symposium on Symbolic and Algebraic Computation (3) [403, 405, 404]
Symposium on Advances in Robot Kinematics (2) [406, 408]
International Design Engineering Technical Conferences & …(3) [407, 409, 417]
SODA – Symposium on Discrete Algorithms (1) [419]
ESA – European Symposium on Algorithms (1) [401]

7 Software
Isotop 2 & 3: Isotopy of plane algebraic curves. We develop the software, Isotop, for computing
the topology/isotopy of an implicit algebraic plane curve or, in other words, for plotting such curves in
a certified way (without missing connected components, singular points, etc.). See Section 5 for details.
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We distributed the first version of our software in 2010, the second version, Isotop 2, in 2013 and we are
currently developing a third version. It is is developed with F. Rouillier from INRIA Paris - Rocquencourt,
distributed under a free for non-commercial use license and it can also be queried via a web interface (url).
We performed extensive benchmarking with Isotop 2 and, although timings ratio depend substantially
on instances, it is quite uniformly faster than its contenders (Regular Chains, 2011, Moreno Maza et
al.; Lgp, 2009, Cheng, Gao and Li; CA, 2007, Eigenwillig, Kerber, and Wolpert; FastAnalysis, 2011,
Berberich, Emeliyanenko, Kobel, and Sagraloff) [377]. In addition, Isotop 3 is quite drastically faster
than Isotop 2.
An interesting example is the so-called ridge curve,[CFPR08] which has total degree 84, 1907 monomials with integer coefficients of 53 digits, 1432 extreme points and 909 singlar ones. In 2008, computing
its topology, or even just its critical points, was not reachable without manually driving the computations
using computer algebra savoir-faire and some information on the structure of the curve. This curve was
still out of reach by blackbox software in 2010 when we first distributed Isotop. In 2013, Isotop 2 was
able to handle that curve in 10mn on a 8-thread laptop. With Isotop 3, we are now able to handle that
curve in less than a minute, while still no contender can handle this curve.
QI: Quadrics intersection. QI is the first and only exact, robust, efficient and usable implementation
of an algorithm for parameterizing the intersection of two arbitrary quadrics, given in implicit form with
integer coefficients.[DLLP08]
We mostly developed QI during the previous evaluation period. However, it was initially developed
on the library LiDIA, which has become deprecated. We hired an engineer for three months in 2011/12
to make QI independent of LiDIA. The new code is running and accessible on the QI webpage (url).

Academic reputation and appeal
.................................................................................................................................

Refer to the appendix for details.

8 Prizes and Distinctions
Best papers. Helly numbers of acyclic families: best paper award at SoCG 2012 [410] and published in
Advances in mathematics [388]. This paper unifies several Helly-type theorems in and outside geometric
transversal theory, and generalizes the nerve theorem, a result that is fundamental in topological data
analysis. As a consequence, it was well received in both mathematic and computer science communities.
See Section 5 for details.
Invited talks and participations to invitation-only workshops. Team members were invited speakers
at the École Jeunes Chercheurs en Informatique Mathématique in 2012 (url) and the ALEA days in 2013
[CFPR08]

[DLLP08]

F. Cazals, J.-C. Faugère, M. Pouget, and F. Rouillier. Ridges and umbilics of polynomial parametric surfaces.
In B. Juttler and R. Piene, editors, Geometric Modeling and Algebraic Geometry, chapter 3, pages 141–159.
Springer, 2008.
Laurent Dupont, Daniel Lazard, Sylvain Lazard, and Sylvain Petitjean. Near-optimal parameterization of the
intersection of quadrics: I. The generic algorithm, II. A classification of pencils, III. Parameterizing singular
intersections. Journal of Symbolic Computation, 43(3):168–232, 2008.
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Fast polynomial evaluation and composition. We developed the library fast_polynomial to explore
different divide-and-conquer strategies for evaluating univariate polynomials and perform polynomial
compositions [445] (url). Experimentally, our library is always faster than our implementation of previous
state-of-the-art divide-and-conquer scheme. It has been submitted for integration in the computer algebra
system Sage.

(url). Team members were invited to 10 (counted with multiplicity) invitation-only workshops such as
Dagstuhl, Bellairs, Banff and Oberwolfach workshops.

9 Editorial and organizational activities
Program and Paper Committees. Team members participated to 5 PC committees in Computational
Geometry (SoCGx2, WoCG, EuroCGx2); the usual working load in SoCG PCs is about 30+ papers to
review, thus the number of participations necessarily small. We also participated to 2 PCs in vision
(CVPR and ICCV).
Editorial responsibilities. Team members are editors of the journals Graphical Models, Journal of
Computational Geometry (JoCG), Computational Geometry: Theory and Applications (CGTA), and International Journal of Computational Geometry and Applications (IJCGA). We are also member of the
Cgal Editorial Board and we edited a special issue in Discrete and Computational Geometry (DCG).
Steering committees. We are member of the steering committee of the European Symposium on Algorithms (ESA) and the one for the colocation of the Symposium on Theory of Computing (STOC) and the
Symposium on Computational Geometry (SoCG) in 2016.
Workshop organizations. Our team regularly organizes various workshops with, in particular, 3 oneweek French workshops and 8 one-week international workshops during the evaluation period.

10 Services as expert or evaluator
Thesis and habilitation committees. We participated to 6 PhD committees including 2 as external
examiners. We also participated to 1 Habilitation committee. (These number are naturally rather small
because of the size of our community.)
Other responsibilities. A non-exhaustive list of our main other responsibilities is as follows: Head
of LORIA Department 1. Member of the Executive committee of LORIA. Head of the hiring committee
for PhD and postdoc positions at INRIA Nancy Grand Est. LORIA representative in hiring committees
for UL MCF positions in 2011, 2012, and 2016. President of hiring committees for UL Prof positions in
2015 and 2016. Member of hiring committees for another UL Prof position and for INRIA CR positions
in 2016. Member of the LORIA laboratory council. Member of the Commission Information Scientifique Inria/Loria. LORIA representative in the Council of the Charles Hermite Research Federation.
Correspondant Europe of INRIA Nancy Grand-Est. Deputy head of INRIA Nancy – Grand Est in charge
of scientific aspects (Délégué scientifique). Member of the Executive committee of INRIA Nancy –
Grand Est. Member of its Commission des développements technologiques (Commission for technologic
development). Director of the Department Services et réseaux de communication of IUT Charlemagne.
Member of the Commission Pédagogique Nationale Infocom/SRC. Chairman of the INRIA COST- GTRI
committee. Member of INRIA’s Evaluation committee. Member of the Scientific Board of the Société
Informatique de France (SIF).

11 Collaborations
We have a large set of collaborators with 18 co-authors within France and 34 abroad over the evaluation
period. Among our strongest collaborations, we maintain a very close collaboration with F. Rouillier [382,
399, 403, 404, 405, 407, 417, 418, 423, 431, 444] and M. Glisse [385, 389, 393, 401, 411, 412, 434, 435,
439] both from Inria Paris. We also have a strong long-term collaboration with O. Cheong (KAIST,
Korea) [381, 385, 386, 387, 428] and occasional collaborations with B. Aronov (New York University,
USA) [381, 400, 419].
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12 External support and funding
ANR Presage (Leader) Probabilistic methods for the efficiency of geometric structures and algorithms.
ANR Blanc, 2011-2015 with EPI Geometrica and University of Rouen. Budget of 106kE for Vegas
and a total budget of 416kE for all partners. (Url.)
PEPS Rupture - INS2I: Manifold (2011). Mixing Algebraic and Numerical Investigations of
maniFOLDS. PEPS, 2011, with IRCCyN and LINA labs. Total budget of 10 kE.
ANR SingCAST (Leader) Singular Curves and Surfaces Topology. Young-researcher ANR, 20142017. Total budget of 100kE. (Url.)

Involvement with social, economic and cultural environment
.................................................................................................................................

G. Moroz is member of the committee for the Olympiades de mathématiques.

Involvement in training through research
.................................................................................................................................

D1 : Vegas

Our group is involved in training of qualified personnel at different levels. S. Lazard is member of the
board for computer science in the Doctoral school of Lorraine University. He is also the representative
for Nancy of the Inria Young researcher council (url), and head of the hiring committee for PhD and
postdoc positions at INRIA Nancy Grand Est. We offer a specialty course in the UL Computer Science
Master’s program and we intervene in the Master’s program of the Geology school.
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As already mentioned in the section concerning the evaluation period, algorithms is a common center of interest to all these teams (and of course to some teams of other departments as well). Beside this
common ground, there are various centers of interest common to several teams. Geometry plays an important role in most teams, i.e., ADAGIO, ALICE, CARAMBA, MAGRIT, and VEGAS. Symbolic and
algebraic computing is of common interest of CARAMBA and VEGAS, image is of interest to ADAGIO, ALICE and MAGRIT, combinatorics and complexity also concerns several groups as ADAGIO,
CARAMBA, and VEGAS, certified computing (in a sense that sometimes requires computing with arbitrary precision numbers) is also of common interest to CARAMBA, VEGAS, ADAGIO, and ALICE.
The main common interest of ABC with the other groups is the algorithmic culture they share.
Although not all, most research topics in our department have a strong mathetical and theoretical
flavor. As a result, our high-level research topics are quite stable and we do not envision drastic thematic
changes from the past evaluation period to the next. We thus refer to the section concerning the evaluation
period for a description of our research topics.

1 Life and governance of the department
In terms of governance, we run our department with a council that consists of the head of the department
and the heads of the teams. This council handles typical matters at the level of the department such as
the scientfic animation, the evaluation and ranking of PhD candidates for UL contracts, the department
bugdet, the needs for new faculty positions (profils de postes), etc.
The head of the departement (unless conflicts of interest) also oversees for CNRS and UL the creation
of new teams. This process is recurrent for Inria-CNRS-UL teams becauce Inria teams last at most 12
years by rule. The evaluation period has seen the creation of Caramba (from Caramel) and we are in
the process of creating Gamble (from Vegas). However, these two team creations did/do not involve any
restructuring of the teams but only require(d) redefining their scientific projects. Teams are quite stable
in our departement and there haven’t been any fundamental restructuring.
The next evaluation period may see more changes though. The Alice team is quite large and growing
from 7 to 9 faculty members in Sept. 2016. They will thus likely split in two new teams: one centered on
geometry processing for scientific computing and the other on computer-aided fabrication (3d printing).
Also, the fusion of LITA (Metz) with LORIA may have an impact on the department. Team ABC may
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grow substentially as they already have some strong connexions with some LITA members (e.g., An Le
Thi already joined ABC for one year on a “sabbatical”). This could also be an opportunity to create a
team on graph theory since both labs have isolated researchers on the subject (such as Dieter Kratsch at
LITA and Jean-Sebastien Sereni at LORIA). However, all these plans, in particular those involving LITA,
are very speculative and the team projects (Section 2) do not enter into these considerations.
Scientific animation. The departement seminar is distributed in the sense that it is the teams’ seminars
that we share within the departement. This seminar organisation is not very formal but we are happy
with it. These seminars are by nature specialized and thus concern subsets of the departement teams.
For instance, seminars of algorithmic or geometric flavor potentially concern almost all teams. Those
of algebraic nature gather Caramba and Vegas/Gamble and those on images involve Adagio, Alice and
Magrit. We also have inter-departements seminars on computer security organized by Caramba and Pesto
(D2, ex-Cassis), which also involves Madynes (D3) and Carte (D2). Furthermore, we recently started
regular seminars and working groups involving Vegas/Gamble and teams from the IECL math lab (Tosca
and Bigs teams).
We also organize once a year a day of the departement in which every PhD student presents their
work. This is both a way to interact scientifically within the departement and also to help detect possible difficulties that PhD students may have. We also take advantage of lab evaluations to organize
departement days in which teams present surveys of their realizations.
Master programs. We also discuss and coordinate within the departement for promoting coherent
courses proposal in the UL computer science Master program. These involve in particular teams Alice,
Adagio, Magrit and Vegas/Gamble. We are in particular in this process for the future Master program.

2 SWOT
Intern

Extern

Positive
Strengths:
- Good theoretical and practical
expertise that covers a wide and
coherent set of scientific domains
- Teams stability
- ERC & awards track record
- Friendly relations beetween teams
which yields an healthy dpt governance
- INRIA scientific environment
- Augmented funding opportunities
(e.g. PhD grants) thanks to the
combination of INRIA, UL, and
CNRS environments
Opportunities:
- Closeness of other labs in particular
in Maths and Control (IECL and
CRAN) and effective collaborations

Negative
Weaknesses:
- No local Master program in
theoretical computer science

Threats:
- Difficulty to attract Maths PhD
students despite the closness
with IECL lab
- Inadequation of European programs
(except ERC) for most teams
- Randomness of ANR programs
- Duplication of administrative work
(e.g. evalutations) due to INRIA and
university/CNRS environment
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3 ABC
Team composition

Yann Guermeur (DR CNRS, team leader), Fabien Lauer (MCF UL).
Project

The statistical learning theory is made up of three subfields: pattern classification (discrimination), regression and density estimation. For the evaluation period to come, we will concentrate on the two first
ones.
Regarding pattern classification, we are primarily interested in margin multi-category models. For
these models, our main goal consists in establishing guaranteed risks. More precisely, we want to study
the dependency of the control term of such risks on the three basic parameters: the sample size m (convergence rate), the number C of categories, and the margin parameter γ. The results of this kind already
available make use of different empirical pseudo-metrics on the functional classes of interest. We intend
to establish a result holding for the pseudo-metrics associated with the Lp -norm, for p ranging from 1 to
∞. This result will provide us with a criterion to set the value of the hyperparameters of multi-category
kernel machines. The corresponding non-convex programming problems will be solved by means of
optimization methods developed in the framework of a collaboration with An Le Thi’s research team.
We will continue our investigations on switching regression (i.e., learning piecewise affine/smooth
target functions or a model arbitrarily switching between multiple submodels) with a focus on global
optimality, theoretical guarantees and algorithmic complexity issues. The relationship between switching
regression and robust regression will also lead us to tackle these issues in the more general framework
of learning a single model in the presence of outliers. Works initiated in this direction have shown the
importance of looking at these problems from a classification perspective. Therefore, the results to be
obtained will also provide the basic tools to propose, for instance, exacts algorithms for empirical risk
minimization in a classification context, with a broader impact.

4 ADAGIo

Isabelle Debled-Rennesson (PR UL, team leader), Eric Domenjoud (CR CNRS), Philippe Even (PR UL),
Bertrand Kerautret (MCF UL), Phuc Ngo (MCF UL).
Project

During the next years, we intend to carry on the work we took up in Discrete Geometry in the two
following domains.
Study of discrete primitives. Among the basic primitives available in geometry, we focus on the arithmetical viewpoint, introduced by Jean-Pierre Reveillès [Rev91] . In this framework, analytical definitions
[Rev91]

J-P. Reveillès. Géométrie discrète, calculs en nombre entiers et algorithmique. Thèse d’état, Université Louis
Pasteur, Strasbourg, 1991.
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of discrete primitives such as digital straight line, digital plane have been proposed. We study the arithmetical, geometrical, topological and combinatorial properties of these objects and we also are interested
in introducing new definitions for non-linear discrete objects or for noisy objects.
Topological properties of arithmetical discrete primitives. We almost completely solved the problem of
the (d − 1)-connectedness of discrete hyperplanes in Rd [DPV16,BDJP14] . We want to complete these results
in the case of hyperplanes with non-zero-shift and extend them to other connectedness and to linear objects of lower dimensions, i.e. to intersections of hyperplanes. To this aim, we will study the links which
arose between this problem and numeration systems. We will also continue our study of these objects
from a word combinatorics point of view.
Arithmetical study of discrete plane pieces. A first work [DRDR06] has been done about the arithmetic properties of the convex hull of a discrete straight line segment. It permits to obtain very efficient algorithms
to decompose a curve into such primitives taking into account the convexity of the discrete curve. We
want to obtain the same kind of results about the convex hull of discrete plane pieces. It could be used to
obtain a guided decomposition of the discrete object borders.
Discrete primitives for 3D reconstruction from images. We plan to investigate the use of discrete blurred
primitives within autonomous or supervised vision techniques. The blurred segment detection method
[KE] we already developed to process gray-level images can be applied to provide fast edge tracking tools.
We also intend to extend this method in order to process 3d data, such as LIDAR data. Furthermore these
blurred primitives may be used to set up new 3d structure reconstruction algorithms able to get a better
handling of uncertainty. Such primitive could be also exploited in the context of an industrial collaboration (NumAlliance company) where the 3d extension of defect measure is an important stage.
Analysis and modelling of discrete curves and surfaces. We develop new tools to analyse discrete objects and to reconstruct some continuous representations of them. Two main axes can be distinguished.
On the one hand, the multi-resolution analysis of discrete curves and surfaces provides progressive analysis and new information. This analysis is based on the arithmetical, geometrical and combinatorial properties of the discrete primitives that permit to obtain efficient algorithms (recognition, scanning, ...) and
to extract geometrical parameters (perimeter, curvature, normal vector, area, ...) on the discrete curves
and surfaces. It is useful for the comparison, the classification or the simplification. On the other hand,
the reconstruction of geometrical models with a controlled precision with respect to the original discrete
curves or surfaces open perspectives for the use of a post-processing task based on Euclidean geometry.
Meaningful scale for 3D discrete curves and surfaces. The concept of meaningful scale [KL14,KL12] can
also be extended for surfaces and 3D curves. A first step is to consider or introduce new definitions of
maximal plane (resp. 3D segment) recognition and deduce asymptotic properties on area (resp. length).
Study of noisy discrete curves and surfaces. The notion of Adaptive Tangential Cover (ATC) [NNDRK16]
Eric Domenjoud, Xavier Provençal, and Laurent Vuillon. Palindromic language of thin discrete planes. Theoretical Computer Science, 2016.
[BDJP14]
Valérie Berthé, Eric Domenjoud, Damien Jamet, and Xavier Provençal. Fully Subtractive Algorithm, Tribonacci
numeration and connectedness of discrete planes. RIMS Kôkyûroku Bessatsu, (B46):159–174, 2014.
[DRDR06] H. Dörksen-Reiter and I. Debled-Rennesson. A linear algorithm for polygonal representations of digital sets. In
IWCIA, volume 4040 of LNCS, pages 307–319. Springer, 2006.
[KE]
B. Kerautret and Ph. Even. Blurred Segments in Gray Level Images for Interactive Line Extraction. In Proc. of
IWCIA 2009, volume 5852 of LNCS, pages 176–186.
[KL14]
Bertrand Kerautret and Jacques-Olivier Lachaud. Meaningful Scales Detection: an Unsupervised Noise Detection Algorithm for Digital Contours. Image Processing On Line, 4:18, May 2014.
[KL12]
Bertrand Kerautret and Jacques-Olivier Lachaud. Meaningful Scales Detection along Digital Contours for
Unsupervised Local Noise Estimation. IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence,
34(12):2379–2392, December 2012.
[NNDRK16] Phuc Ngo, Hayat Nasser, Isabelle Debled-Rennesson, and Bertrand Kerautret. Adaptive Tangential Cover for
Noisy Digital Contours. In DGCI 2016 - 19th international conference on Discrete Geometry for Computer
Imagery, Nantes, France, April 2016.

[DPV16]
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of a discrete curve is deduced from the Meaningful thickness [KLS12] . It permits to obtained curve decomposition into discrete segments transmitting the noise levels and the geometrical structure of the given
discrete curve. It opens numerous perspectives for the geometrical estimators on discrete curves (2D and
3D) and on surfaces that we want to explore. For example, in the framework of the polyhedrization of
3D discrete objects, a first step could be to extend the notion of ATC to surfaces and to study the obtained
structures.
Geometric properties of rigid transformations on Z2 . Rigid transformation in Rn is a geometrypreserving operation. Due to digitisation effects, this important property is generally lost when considering digital images defined on Zn . In this context, we investigate this issue by studying rigid transformations on Z2 . More precisely, the conditions/characterizations of digital images that allow the preservation
of their geometric properties under arbitrary rigid transformations. This study adresses numerous image
processing tasks such as image registration or shape analysis.

5 Alice
Team composition

Laurent Alonso (CR Inria), Dobrina Boltcheva (MCF UL), Samuel Hornus (CR Inria), Sylvain Lefebvre
(DR Inria), Bruno Levy (DR Inria, team leader), Jonas Martinez (CR Inria) Nicolas Ray (CR Inria),
Dmitry Sokolov (HdR, MCF UL), Cédric Zanni (MCF).
Project

• Hex-dominant and Hexahedral meshing. (Middle-term objectives.)
For some simulation
techniques, meshes composed of deformed cube (i.e. hexahedra) are prefered over tetrahedral
meshes. This is for several reasons, including the smaller number of elements, the fact that trilinear hexahedral elements can capture some order 3 terms whereas linear elements are… linear,
and also because they can avoid some “locking” phenomena when used to model some physics,
i.e. deformations of elastic materials. However, such hexahedral meshes are extremely difficult to
produce. In 2010 we published the first method to automatically generate an hybrid hexahedraldominant mesh (composed of hexahedra and tetrahedra). We refined the method in 2016, and we
are now able to generate meshes with a very large proportion of hexahedra. We are targeting pure
hexahedral meshes as a middle-term objective. In a shorter perspective, we are currently developing finite element techniques with hybrid elements, operating on mixed hexahedra-tetrahedra
meshes, together with the evaluation techniques to measure the rate of convergence relative to
element size. The first results, with linear elasticity, are very promising.
• Towards an effective geometric measure theory. (Longer-term objectives.) Two years ago,
a network of mathematicians and computer scientists started to work together, with an ambitious
[KLS12]

Bertrand Kerautret, Jacques-Olivier Lachaud, and Mouhammad Said. Meaningful Thickness Detection on Polygonal Curve. In ICPRAM - International Conference on Pattern Recognition Applications and Methods - 2012,
pages 372–379, Vilamoura, Portugal, February 2012. SciTePress.
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We plan to continue to shift our Geometry Processing axis more and more towards scientific computing
and applied mathematics. In particular, we focus on ways of decomposing a volume of interest into
elementary cells (different forms of meshing). In a middle term, we plan to develop meshing algorithms
that are adapted to existing numerical methods for solving Partial Differential Equations, and in a longer
term, to prepare the ground for the upcoming next generation of such methods, developed in cooperation
with mathematicians:

long-term vision, to invent new means of discretizing 3D shapes together with the equations that
govern them. We started meeting and exchanging ideas on a regular basis (in Banff, Bonn, Paris,
Montreal, Mexico …). Our point of view is to use a (measure) theory that describes both the
continuous and the discrete settings. As a consequence, the good properties are naturally preserved
by the computer implementation, without needing to adapt the theory and without losing properties.
The expected long-term impact is a class of numerical solvers for a category of different problems
(Optimal Transport, Monge Ampere equation) that can serve as a fundamental component in several
domains (computational physics and deep learning).
This objective is very ambitious and difficult. To mitigate the risk, we developped a network
which involve excellent mathematicians such as Yann Brenier, one of the inventors of Optimal
Transport theory, and which is in the process of being formalized through submitted ANR and
INRIA exploratory projects. Furthermore, on the path towards this long-term objective, the road
is paved with intermediate goals that should have applications in geometric modeling, geometry
processing, and Finite Element Analysis.
On the other hand, our past research axis on modeling and rendering also evolved into a research
project on computer aided fabrication and 3d printing. This requires a full understanding of the creation pipeline, from the modeling of the object to the fabrication on 3D printers. This also means developing innovative CAD software for additive manufacturing, as we started to do with our IceSL software.
Our goal is to start from a description of an object in terms of solid operations (union, difference,
intersection, offsetting) and directly generates the instructions driving the printer. We think that this
strategy is especially well-suited for combining parts from existing designs, as well as dealing with shapes
with complex, intricate geometries. A longer-term goal is to erase the boundaries between modeling and
the printing process, and develop novel approaches considering both issues simultaneously.
We hope to bring novel ways to model complex shapes, developing algorithms that handle the difficult
task of finding a compromise between the intention of the designer, the technical requirements of the
fabrication process, and the function of the final, real object.
It should be stressed that research on 3d printing is fashionable and thus risky because there is an
increasing level of competition in the Computer Graphics community. We intend to remain focused
on what makes our point of view original, that is modeling from examples of complex geometries and
geometry processing for fabrication through image/voxel based representations. This approach resulted
in interesting contributions, and we think it will continue in the future. We also plan on working more
closely with researchers in the field of additive manufacturing (processes/materials) to further explore
the interaction between modeling and fabrication.

6 Caramba
Team composition

J. Detrey (CR INRIA), P. Gaudry (DR CNRS), P.-J. Spaenlehauer (CR INRIA), M. Videau (MCF UL),
E. Thomé (DR INRIA, team leader), P. Zimmermann (DR INRIA).
Caramba was created as a team in January 2016, and is a follow-up to Caramel (joint INRIA-LORIA
project-team). Caramba is still being reviewed as a proposal for a joint INRIA-LORIA project-team.
Project

Our research addresses the broad application domain of cryptography and cryptanalysis from the algorithmic perspective. We study all the algorithmic aspects, from the top-level mathematical background
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down to the optimized high-performance software implementations. Several kinds of mathematical objects are commonly encountered in our research. Some basic ones are truly ubiquitous: integers, finite
fields, polynomials, real and complex numbers. We also work with more structured objects such as number fields, algebraic curves, or polynomial systems. In all cases, our work is geared towards making
computations with these objects effective and fast.
The mathematical objects we deal with are of utmost importance for the applications to cryptology,
as they are the background of the most widely developed cryptographic primitives, such as the RSA
cryptosystem or the Diffie–Hellman key exchange. The two facets of cryptology—cryptography and
cryptanalysis—are central to our research. The key challenges are the assessment of the security of proposed cryptographic primitives, through the study of the cornerstone problems, which are the integer
factorization and discrete logarithm problems, as well as the optimization work in order to enable cryptographic implementations that are both efficient and secure.
Among the research themes we set forth in our research proposal, two are guided by the most important mathematical objects used in today’s cryptography, and two others are rather guided by the technological background we use to address these problems:
Extended NFS family. A common algorithmic framework, called the Number Field Sieve (NFS), addresses both the integer factorization problem as well as the discrete logarithm problem over finite fields.
We have numerous algorithmic contributions in this context, and develop software to illustrate them. We
plan to improve on the existing state of the art in this domain by researching new algorithms, by optimizing the software performance, and by demonstrating the reach of our software with highly visible
computations.
Algebraic curves and their Jacobians. We develop algorithms and software for computing essential
properties of algebraic curves for cryptology, eventually enabling their widespread cryptographic use.
One of the challenges we address here is point counting. In a wider perspective, we also study the link
between abelian varieties over finite fields and principally polarized abelian varieties over fields of characteristic zero, together with their endomorphism ring. In particular, we work in the direction of making
this link an effective one. We are also investigating various approaches for attacking the discrete logarithm problem in Jacobians of algebraic curves.

Polynomial systems. It is rather natural with algebraic curves, and occurs also in NFS-related contexts, that many important challenges can be represented via polynomial systems, which have structural
specificities. We intend to develop algorithms and tools that, when possible, take advantage of these
specificities.

The first two challenges above interact with the latter two, which are also research topics in their
own right. Both algorithmic and software improvements are the necessary ingredients for success. The
different axes of our research form thus a coherent set of research directions, where we apply a common
methodology.
We consider that the impact of our research on cryptology in general owes a lot to the publication of
concrete practical results. We are strongly committed to making our algorithms available as software implementations. We thus have several long-term software development projects that are, and will remain,
parts of our research activity.
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Arithmetic. Our work relies crucially on efficient arithmetic, be it for small or large sizes. We work on
improving algorithms and implementations, for computations that are relevant to our application areas.

7 From Vegas to Gamble
Team composition

O. Devillers (DR INRIA, team leader of Gamble), L. Dupont (MCF UL), S. Lazard (DR INRIAm team
leader of Vegas), G. Moroz (CR INRIA), M. Pouget (CR INRIA), M. Teillaud (DR INRIA).
Vegas was an INRIA-LORIA project-team created in January 2005 and Gamble (Geometric Algorithms and Models: Beyond the Linear and Eucldean realm) is its follow up which we are in the process
of creating.
Project

Starting in the eighties, the emerging computational geometry community has put a lot of effort to design
and analyze algorithms for geometric problems. The most commonly used framework was to study the
worst-case theoretical complexity of geometric problems involving linear objects (points, lines, polyhedra…) in Euclidean spaces. This so-called classical computational geometry has some known limitations:
• Objects: dealing with objects only defined by linear equations.
• Ambiant space: considering only Euclidean spaces.
• Complexity: worst-case complexities often do not capture realistic behaviour.
• Robustness: ignoring degeneracies and rounding errors.
• Dimension: complexities are often exponential in the dimension.
+

Even if these limitations have already got some attention from the community [C 99] , a quick look at
the flagship conference SoCG1 proceedings shows that these topics still need a big effort.
We plan to address several of these limitations:
Non-linear computational geometry. Curved objects are ubiquitous in the world we live in. However, despite this ubiquity and decades of research in several communities, low-degree surfaces are far
from being robustly and efficiently manipulated by geometric algorithms. Our work on, for instance,
quadric intersections and certified drawing of planar curves has proved that dramatic improvements can
be accomplished when the right mathematics and computer science are put into motion. In this direction, many problems are fundamental and solutions would have very high industrial impacts. Intersecting
NURBS and meshing singular surfaces in a certified manner are important examples of such problems.
Non-Euclidean computational geometry.
Triangulations are central geometric data structures in
many areas of science and engineering. Traditionally, their study has been limited to the Euclidean setting. Needs for triangulations in non-Euclidean settings have emerged in many areas dealing with objects
whose sizes range from the nuclear to the astrophysical scale, and both in academia and in industry. It
has become timely to extend the traditional focus on Rd of computational geometry and encompass nonEuclidean spaces.
Probability in computational geometry. The design of efficient algorithms is driven by the analysis
of their complexity. Traditionally, worst-case input and sometimes uniform distributions are considered
and many results in these settings have had a great influence on the domain. Nowadays, being more
subtle, in between these two extreme settings, is necessary to accomplish further progress. For instance,
smooth analysis, which was introduced for the simplex algorithm and which we applied successfully to
convex hulls, proves that such promising alternatives exist.
1

Symposium on Computational Geometry. http://www.computational-geometry.org/.

[C+ 99]

Bernard Chazelle et al. Application challenges to computational geometry: CG impact task force report. In
B. Chazelle, J. E. Goodman, and R. Pollack, editors, Advances in Discrete and Computational Geometry, volume
223 of Contemporary Mathematics, pages 407–463. American Mathematical Society, Providence, 1999.
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These three axes constitute research topics that are innovative in computational geometry. They are
rather new and risky and they require various expertises in theoretical computer science and mathematics
ranging from computer algebra to probability. Our approach of these problems is to aim at providing
solutions that are both elegant in theory and that work in practice. This is never guaranteed but we hope
to succeed in following Vegas’ trademark, as noticed by the evaluators in their recent INRIA evaluation
(March 2015), “The group has established a reputation of turning problems that can be solved only in
principle into problems that can actually be solved in practice.”

8 Magrit
Team composition

M.-O. Berger (DR INRIA, team leader), E. Kerrien (CR INRIA), G. Simon, F. Sur, P.-F. Villard, B.
Wrobel-Dautcourt (MCF UL, the four of them).
Project

Matching and localization. Most existing applications cannot handle large viewpoint changes between
the model and current images. Our aim is to develop scalable solutions for pose computation in large environments without constraining the users motion. Our work on the use of simulated viewpoints has
proven effective in cases where traditional methods fail, thus opening the way towards challenging applications. One of our mid-term objective is now to investigate the optimal choice of virtual cameras so
as to have both a good coverage of the scene and a small-size model, making pose computation amenable
to near real time.
In practice, changes in atmospheric or lighting conditions as well as the presence of pedestrians,
cars or street furnitures can dramatically increase the ratio of outliers in matching hypothesis, making
pose computation inefficient. We believe that further improvements in camera localization will hardly be
obtained without considering higher-order understanding of the scenes. Indeed, using recognition procedures to identify potentially perturbing elements in the scene, such as pedestrians and cars, may help to
remove matching hypothesis in these areas. On the contrary, the possibility to recognize categories, such
as building and doors, will permit to focus model/image matching hypotheses on these areas. Another
idea we want to explore is to improve the description of the model in order to facilitate matching and
recognition. We thus intend to investigate whether textured models could be automatically defined in
terms of high-level primitives and their spatial arrangements. Globally, our goal is to establish a better cooperation between object recognition techniques and matching algorithms in order to obtain larger
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During the next five years, we will continue to be active both in classical and medical Augmented Reality (AR). Our aim is to develop reliable and effective methods that yield significant progresses in terms
of ease of implementation, robustness to external conditions and capacity of handling complex environments. The maturity of tracking technologies differs depending on the need for rigid or deformable
registration. In the case of rigid objects, many solutions are now available for tracking even if the robustness still needs to be improved in complex environments. Pending problems are currently more about the
automation of the initialization procedure and about matching when the conditions in which the model and
the current view were acquired are different. AR for deformable objects offers promising applications,
especially in medical applications but tracking procedures are less mature with the additional difficulty
to identify outliers in a deformable context. We believe that significant progress will emerge from the
conjunction of improvements at various levels: (i) improved low level processing (noise characterization
and associated inversion procedures), (ii) design of efficient statistical methods for matching and modeling and (iii) better consideration of the context to guide modeling and matching. Specifically, we plan to
focus our research on the three following themes.

inlier ratios in correspondence hypotheses, thus leading to robust and efficient pose algorithms in large
scale environements.
Modeling and tracking potentially deformable objects. Mainly motivated by medical AR applications, our aim is to address the problem of 3D tracking and modeling deformable organs in an endoscopic
multimodality context from images acquired pre-operatively (CT images) and intra-operatively (video,
US images). Noisy intra-operative imagery, such as ultrasound, repetitive textures on the organs and
large organ deformations, favor the presence of outliers and may dramatically affect the computed deformation. Designing outlier rejection schemes for deformable registration is currently a subject of high
+
interest [PB11,TCC 12] . In the case of multimodal imagery, we intend to consider a larger combination of
visual cues and improved statistical models such as A Contrario models. Another track of research is
the investigation of semi-supervised procedures to identify what are important visual cues, what is the
scale of the matching errors or what are the appropriate degrees of freedom of the model. We also intend
to investigate how knowledge on the organs and specifically on their mechanical properties may help to
constrain the matching or the segmentation procedures. In the context of heart valve surgery, we especially want to investigate how to realistically simulate patient-based mitral valve closure. Our strategy is
to study segmentation methods that are (i) faithful enough to model real anatomical geometries and that
are (ii) based on a biomechanical models that are appropriate enough to accurately simulate the valve
behaviour.
Inverse problems and parameter estimation. Mechanical models are now widely used but they require to characterize the properties of specimen under study. Contactless methods are obviously highly
desirable and we describe here our objectives in terms of image-based characterization of mechanical
properties in the continuity of our collaborations on experimental mechanics and in the medical context.
Concerning experimental solid mechanics, our research prospects are in the field of image restoration.
We are interested in displacement and strain field measurements which come with a very low signalto-noise ratio, these fields being impaired by a signal-dependent spatially correlated noise. We intend
to investigate super-resolution and denoising in this context. The challenge consists in quantifying the
metrological performances, the resolution being mainly limited by noise, together with the measurements. In this context, it is not possible to use off-the-shelf methods from the image processing literature.
Dedicated approaches, supported by a careful modeling of image noise and a thorough analysis of the
measurement method, are needed.
In the context of interventional neuradiology, we want to further investigate Image-Driven Simulation. The long-term objective is to offer the physicians a dynamic 3D depiction of the surgical field in real
time during the operation. The potential of data fusion methods will be investigated in order to maintain
a simulation of the blood vessels and the interventional tools (e.g. micro catheters, micro guides, coils)
in accordance with the live fluoroscopy X-ray images taken during the operation.

[PB11]
[TCC+ 12]

Daniel Pizarro and Adrien Bartoli. Feature-based deformable surface detection with self-occlusion reasoning.
International Journal of Computer Vision, 97(1):54–70, 2011.
Quoc-Huy Tran, Tat-Jun Chin, Gustavo Carneiro, Michael S. Brown, and David Suter. In ECCV 2012, pages
274–287, 2012.
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Report integrators: Éric Domenjoud (Team ADAGIo) and Philippe Dosch (Team QGAR). Report designed under
Linux using Emacs, and formated thanks to XELATEX.
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